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Abstract

This dissertation evaluates how gender affects college major choice in Brazil by estimating a

discrete choice model with a nested logit specification. I use data from a Brazilian standardized

exam taken by most seniors who wish to pursue a college degree, and a large matching platform

for students applying to college, which is run by the Ministry of Education. The main results show

that women are more likely to register in this matching platform than men, and that being female

reduces the probability of choosing a STEM related major in the matching platform. These

results seem to indicate the existence of a gender-specific component on college major choice in

the Brazilian context. Furthermore, I find that although performance in the standardized test

only has a small, but significant, average marginal effect on choice probabilities, women’s choice

probabilities would be affected in the counterfactual scenario where they score the same grades

as men in the exam. Nonetheless, the gender-specific component still appears to impact female

students’ choice probabilities in this scenario.

Keywords: College major choice, gender gap, discrete choice model.
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1 Introduction

The necessity of closing the gender gap still present in many aspects of modern-day society has

spurred a heated debate over the last decades. According to the Global Gender Gap Report

2017 (World Economic Forum, 2017), there is a clear argument for promoting gender equality, as

women represent approximately one-half of the world’s population and deserve to be given the

same economic, educational, and health opportunities as men. Moreover, this report emphasizes

that there are also economic reasons for countries to endorse gender parity, given that the full

integration of women in society leads to an increase in potential economic growth, development,

and competitiveness.

Although progress towards equality has been made in the last years, there are still clear signs

of gender disparity in society. Recently, Bertrand (2017) evaluated the reasons behind the per-

sistence of one of these signs, the underrepresentation of women in the upper part of the earnings

distribution. As stated by the author, the fact that women only represented fifteen percent of

the top one percent of earners in 2014 despite constituting one-half of the U.S. population that

was employed in that year would be a manifestation of the glass ceiling phenomenon. In that

study, the author explored possible reasons behind the perpetuation of the glass ceiling, such as

the effect of society’s gender identity norms in women’s career decisions; gender differences in

psychological attributes; women’s greater demand for work-family balance; and education, in the

sense that women aren’t choosing to pursue the degrees that provide the highest labor returns

(Bertrand, 2017).

Part of the gender differences in labor market outcomes steams from differences in educational

and career choices between genders. While there has been a clear catch-up in the gender education

gap (Goldin et al., 2006), the same has not happened with gender differences in career decisions,

such as the gender gap in college major choice. According to Buser et al. (2017), while science,

technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) fields of study attract relatively few women,

humanities majors are mostly comprised of female students. This female underrepresentation

in STEM related majors has relevant economic implications. First, given that the majority

of the best paying jobs are in STEM related areas, addressing the gender difference in study

choices is relevant to reduce the gender gap in earnings and “break” the glass ceiling. Second, an

expansion of the number of people graduating with STEM college majors is intrinsically linked

with continuous economic development (Bettinger and Long, 2005), as science and technology

jobs are essential for the increase in a country’s productivity. And finally, the current scenario
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might cause women with STEM related skills to opt out of STEM fields of study due to a lack

of successful female role models, which leads to a misallocation of talent and the perpetuation

of a bad equilibrium where women do not choose to pursue STEM related majors even though

they have the skill set to potentially thrive in those fields.

Most studies in the literature that analyze the gender gap in major choice are mainly focused

on the American or European economies, despite the fact that developing countries, such as

Brazil, present even greater gender inequalities. In addition, the Brazilian higher education con-

text substantially differs from the American and European, as college application and admissions

processes are completely objective in Brazil. Particularly, the only factor that Brazilian colleges

take into account when deciding to offer a spot to someone is this person’s performance in an

entrance exam, and therefore it is highly unlikely that factors such as statistical discrimination

and implicit bias affect higher education admissions in this country. In that sense, the analy-

sis of the Brazilian case should be interesting, given that Brazil’s college admissions processes

aren’t affected by statistical discrimination and implicit bias due to gender, as observed in other

countries.

Additionally, the gender gap in college major choice usually gives rise to differences by gender

in the subjective probability of being admitted to college, as females may have different perceived

probabilities of being accepted into STEM related majors in relation to men (Traferri, 2011).

However, in the context of this dissertation, Brazilian students sit for a standardized exam that is

taken by most high school graduates who wish to attend college, the Exame Nacional do Ensino

Médio (Enem), and use their test scores in this exam to compete for spots on academic programs

offered in a college matching platform, the Sistema de Seleção Unificada (Sisu). Hence, these

students do not have subjective bias regarding their likelihood of being admitted to programs

offered in the Sisu system, as their academic preparation (measured by performance in the Enem

exam) is the only criteria used in the admissions process. This means that subjective bias is not

a relevant factor in students’ college major choice in the Sisu platform.

Data analysis shows evidence of a gender gap in performance in the Enem exam, as men

outperformed women in each subject area of the exam (except for the essay) in most years

evaluated in this study. More specifically, these gender differences are mostly evident in the

natural sciences and math sections of the exam, which are subject areas related to STEM fields

of study. Furthermore, there is a gender gap in field of study decision in the Sisu platform, as

females mostly choose non-STEM related majors, while men are the majority of those competing

for spots on STEM related programs in the system. Despite the fact that there is no subjective
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component in college admissions, and that students choose their major at the application stage

and are aware that their Enem test scores are the only criteria used in the Sisu platform’s

admissions process, there is a clear gender gap in college major choice in the Brazilian case.

Hence, I propose to study how gender affects field of study decision in Brazil. Specifically,

I estimate a nested logit model of field of study choice at the college level in Brazil. In this

model, students, who are assumed to be utility maximizers, must decide between opting out of

the Sisu system, picking a STEM related major, or choosing a non-STEM field of study in the

platform. As the estimated nested logit coefficients can’t be interpreted as marginal effects, I also

calculate the average marginal effects of socioeconomic and demographic characteristics, Enem

test scores, and of a variable that measures labor market conditions in students’ geographical

region of residence. To perform this analysis, I use administrative data from the Enem exam

and the Sisu platform. It is worth pointing out that this dissertation’s main contribution is to

construct a longitudinal sample containing performance on the Enem exam and choices in the

Sisu platform for high school graduates that sat for the exam between 2010 and 2013. To build

this sample, I perform a nearly perfect match of the Enem and Sisu administrative datasets,

which makes it possible to evaluate what part of major choice in the Sisu system derives from

students’ academic preparation, that is measured by Enem test scores.

The main results suggest that women are more likely to pursue a spot in an academic program

offered in the Sisu platform than men, and that being female reduces in 4.50 percentage points

the probability of picking a STEM related major, while increasing the probability of choosing

a non-STEM field of study in 11.84 percentage points. Given these results, it seems that there

exists a gender-specific component impacting students’ college major choice. To evaluate the

extent of the effect that this component has on field of study decision, I perform a counterfactual

exercise where I estimate the choice probabilities of women in Enem performance distribution

percentiles using their own test scores and their male counterparts’ grades. This exercise points

out that although grades affect women’s college major choice in the Sisu system, the gender-

specific component still impacts their decision. At last, some robustness checks focusing on the

last year of Enem taking and Sisu registration in the sample are performed. These analyses

indicate that the majority of the results are somewhat sensitive to restricting the sample to its

last year, and to the exclusion of students’ Enem test scores and of the measure of labor market

conditions in their place of residence. Nevertheless, the result that being a woman decreases

the probability of choosing a STEM field of study in the Sisu platform is robust to all alternate

specifications I consider.
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This dissertation is organized as follows. In Section 2, I provide an overview of the related

literature. The institutional background of the Brazilian standardized test and the nationwide

mechanism used to select incoming freshmen in federal public universities is presented in Section

3. I describe the datasets used in this study and discuss potential sample selection in Section 4.

Section 5 outlines the field of study choice model and the estimation strategy. The main results,

a counterfactual analysis, and robustness checks are presented in Section 6. Finally, Section

7 discusses what the gender-specific component might be capturing, proposes possible research

extensions, and concludes.

2 Related Literature

This study is mostly related to three branches of the economic literature. The first is the one that

studies the gender gap in educational choices and labor market outcomes. A considerable part

of this literature explores gender differences in career decisions and achievements (Lundberg and

Stearns, 2019; Blau and Kahn, 2017; Bertrand, 2011; Bertrand et al., 2010). Moreover, many

researchers in this literature evaluate the reasons behind the gender gap in college major choice,

and have already provided multiple explanations for this gender disparity, such as a role model

effect (Bettinger and Long, 2005), and differences in competitiveness (or risk aversion) between

men and women (Buser et al., 2014; Buser et al., 2017). It is worth noting that the Brazilian

major decision context substantially differs from the American, given that students decide which

college major they will pursue during the application process. In that sense, some factors such

as the role model effect should have a smaller impact on Brazilian students’ initial college major

choice, as they pick their major at the application stage, and thus having female professors in

STEM related college classes probably doesn’t impact their field of study decision as in Bettinger

and Long (2005). Meanwhile, Saltiel (2019) analyzes a factor that most likely impacts students’

field of study choice in Brazil. Specifically, the author studies the effect that pre-college abilities

have on college major choice and in the gender gap in STEM related majors. In this dissertation,

these pre-college skills could be interpreted as performance in the Enem exam, where I document

the existence of significant differences by gender.

In Brazil, prior to the creation of the Sisu system, uncertainty and risk aversion regarding

the admissions process seemed to play an important role in college major choice, as can be seen

in Traferri (2011), where the author takes into account the effect that students’ college-entrance

probabilities have on their field of study decision. However, these factors are less relevant in this
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dissertation’s framework, given that major choice in the Sisu platform occurs after students have

taken the Enem exam and have been informed about their test scores. As the existence of a

gender gap in risk aversion has already been extensively documented by the literature (Croson

and Gneezy, 2009; Niederle and Vesterlund, 2010), the analysis of a field of study decision

framework in which the effect of uncertainty on major choice is relatively small appears to be

interesting. Particularly, this dissertation evaluates a college major choice framework where

uncertainty and risk aversion play a relatively small role in the admissions process, and in which

college admissions are completely objective. Hence, I am able to ignore the potential effect that

students’ subjective bias could have on their major choice, as well as the impacts of implicit bias

and statistical discrimination on colleges’ admissions decision.

The second branch of the literature explores the determinants behind field of study choice

and, in particular, what affects students’ decision to pursue a STEM related major. Altonji et

al. (2016) provide a review of papers that study these issues, and they conclude that the most

important determinants of major choice in college seem to be expected earnings, ability sorting,

and preferences, in which the latter includes gender-specific preferences, family background,

and risk aversion. Notably, this literature reaches different conclusions regarding the relative

importance of expected earnings on college major choice. While Beffy et al. (2012) argue that

expected earnings have a small, but statistically significant, impact on major choice (and that

non-pecuniary characteristics play a bigger role in this decision), Montmarquette et al. (2002)

show that expected earnings are a huge factor in students’ field of study decision, especially for

men and non-whites relative to women and whites, respectively. Given that expected earnings

may have a significant impact on college major choice, I take this variable into account in the field

of study choice model described in Section 5. A different approach followed by some researchers

focuses on the effect of ability on college major choice. Bartolj and Polanec (2012) show that

both general ability and major-specific ability affect field of study choice for each gender. One

could argue that the gender gap in performance observed in the Enem exam’s math and natural

science tests and the gender imbalance regarding STEM choosing in the Sisu platform could be

related to the importance of major-specific ability in this field of study choice scenario.

Additionally, the decision of choosing and persisting in a STEM related major has been stud-

ied in Arcidiacono et al. (2016), where the authors analyze the differences in STEM graduation

rates of minorities among the University of California campuses during a period in which an af-

firmative action policy (i.e., race-based preferences in students’ admissions) was in place. Their

findings suggest that eliminating or diminishing affirmative action policies in college admission
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processes might increase minorities’ STEM graduation rates by improving the match between

students and colleges in which they have a better chance of succeeding. Given that Arcidiacono

et al. (2016) show the potential relevance of academic preparation on students’ major choice, I

consider performance in the Enem exam as a measure of test takers’ academic preparation and

include their Enem test scores in the field of study choice model. In that sense, I am able to

evaluate if academic preparation (and not only educational level) impacts students’ field of study

decision in this dissertation’s context.

Finally, the third branch is the one that analyzes gender differences in educational outcomes

and the reason behind these disparities. In particular, the gender gap in math test scores has

been documented from early childhood. Fryer and Levitt (2010) observe that while girls are

underrepresented in the lower tail of the math distribution in the first years of kindergarten,

they are overrepresented in the bottom tail by fifth grade. Furthermore, some studies focus on

pinpointing specific reasons behind differences in academic performance by gender. Autor et al.

(2016) argue in favor of school quality impacting the gender gap in academic achievement, as

they find that boys seem to benefit more than girls of better school quality. Nonetheless, the

gender gap in test scores observable in the Enem exam doesn’t seem to be explained by gender

differences in high school quality, as most Brazilian high school classrooms are evenly divided

between boys and girls1.

Meanwhile, Niederle and Vesterlund (2010) focus on the gender gap in math test scores.

They document that females don’t perform well in competitions against men, and claim that the

distinct manner that each gender is affected by competitive pressure might explain the gender

gap in math test scores. Bharadwaj et al. (2016) also analyze the gender gap in math test scores

by using data from a developing country similar to Brazil. The authors conclude that common

factors such as family background and unobserved ability do not explain a huge part of this gender

disparity, but they find evidence that self-perception of math skills may be an explanation for

the gender gap. Along these lines, Brazilian girls might be attaining poorer results in the Enem

exam relative to boys because of gender differences in competitiveness or self-perception of math

ability. More data, however, would be required to investigate such hypothesis.
1According to the Censo Escolar, an annual survey that collects information on Brazilian primary and sec-

ondary schools’ characteristics, on average, 54.30% of the students in a high school classroom were female in 2010.
This number is equal to 54.26%, 54.01%, and 53.70% in 2011, 2012, and 2013, respectively.
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3 Institutional Background

In this section, I describe the institutional context of college admissions in Brazilian federal

public universities. It is worth pointing out that higher education institutions are either public

or private in Brazil. Specifically, public universities can be run by the federal government, or

by state and municipal authorities. Before 2010, each higher education institution had its own

entrance exam, and the college admissions process in Brazil was completely decentralized. In

that year, the Brazilian Ministry of Education (MEC) created the Sisu platform and began to

encourage federal public universities to adopt this system to select incoming freshmen. Thus, as of

2010, college admissions in Brazil were a mix of centralized and decentralized processes, as federal

public universities began to use Enem test scores to pick students among those registered in the

Sisu platform, while other higher education institutions continued to have their own admissions

processes2. Below, I provide further details on the Enem exam and on the Sisu platform.

3.1 The Enem Exam

The Enem is a non-mandatory national exam organized by the Ministry of Education, and its

primary goal is to evaluate the quality of high school education in Brazil. The exam was created

in 1998, but its current format was instituted in 2009 so as to increase its use in public and private

universities’ admissions processes (Machado and Szerman, 2018). Basically, it is a standardized

test that is comprised of an essay and 180 multiple choice questions intended to measure students’

abilities in languages, math, natural sciences, humanities, and essay writing.

In the last years, the Enem became one of the most important exams in Brazil for a couple

of reasons. First, until recently, it allowed people over eighteen years old without a high school

qualification to obtain a high school certificate if they scored above a certain threshold. Second,

as of 2010, its results can be used for application for most federal public universities in the

country, where students must submit their Enem scores through the Sisu platform in order to

compete for a spot in one of these universities’ programs. It should be noted that, in Brazil,

people must choose their college major at the application stage.
2Notice that some private and public colleges take into account Enem test scores in their admissions processes

even though they didn’t adopt the Sisu platform.
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3.2 The Sisu Platform

Since 2010, many Brazilian public universities started to use a digital platform, called Sisu, to

select incoming freshmen out of those who took the Enem exam in the year before. The majority

of federal public universities requires students to apply through the Sisu platform with their Enem

scores. In Brazil, public universities are tuition-free and, on average, their academic programs

are more prestigious and offer higher academic standards than most local private colleges. That

makes application processes for public universities in Brazil extremely competitive. Therefore,

the majority of those who wish to pursue a college degree end up registering in the Sisu platform

in the year after they took the Enem exam3.

The Sisu works as a matching platform. On one side, students submit their Enem test

scores to their two most preferred programs (where they must rank their interest between these

two programs by choosing which are their first and second option). On the other side, public

universities pick the top scorers out of the students that applied to their programs. The academic

programs and institutions that are in high demand among students in a particular year will

typically require a higher Enem test score for admittance than what would be observed for other

programs (MEC, 2018). It is worth pointing out that registering in the Sisu platform is free and

only depends on Enem taking in the previous year.

4 Data

The main datasets used in this dissertation report information on the Enem exam and on regis-

tration in the Sisu platform, and are provided by the Instituto Nacional de Estudos e Pesquisas

Educacionais Anísio Teixeira (Inep/MEC) and MEC, respectively. I also utilize information

from the Censo Escolar, which is a survey coordinated by Inep/MEC that collects data for all

primary and secondary education institutions in Brazil, and from the Brazilian 2010 Census,

that is conducted every ten years by the Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e Estatística (IBGE).

In particular, I have the Enem and Censo Escolar datasets from 2010 to 2013, as well as

information about college major choice of Enem test takers in the Sisu platform between 2011

through 2014. I use the Enem dataset to acquire test takers’ demographic and socioeconomic

characteristics, as well as their grades in the exam. The Sisu dataset provides information on
3The Enem happens at the end of each year, and the Sisu is available in the beginning and middle of the next

year.
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college major choice for those who registered in the system, while the Censo Escolar survey has

data on high school characteristics. Additionally, I utilize information from the Brazilian 2010

Census to collect data on the country’s job market.

I merge all the information in a dataset with more than four million Enem test takers from

2010 to 2013, who were all high school graduates at the year they took the test, participated

in both days of the exam, weren’t missing any of their grades, were matched with their high

school’s identification number, and answered the socioeconomic questionnaire available during

registration for the Enem exam. This dataset contains demographic and socioeconomic factors,

high school characteristics, college major choice (for those who registered in the Sisu platform),

among other information. Additional details regarding the merge and the construction of the

variables in this dataset can be found in Appendix A.

4.1 Baseline Sample

Every year, Inep/MEC makes publicly available an Enem exam administrative dataset that

contains demographic characteristics, performance in the five test sections, and answers to the

socioeconomic questionnaire of each test taker from the previous year. The number of Enem test

takers for the years evaluated in this dissertation is shown in Table 1. Notice that there is an

increase in Enem participation throughout the years, which can be explained by the increasing

interest in Sisu registration from those wishing to pursue a higher education degree. Meanwhile,

the Sisu dataset comes from the Brazilian Ministry of Education, and contains the Enem test

scores, place of residence, and information related to the first and second options in the platform

(such as major, field of study, university, among others) for each Enem test taker that chose to

register in the Sisu system.

In order to create the baseline sample used in this study, I restrict each year’s Enem exam

dataset to those who participated in both days of the exam, and answered the socioeconomic

questionnaire when they registered for the exam4. Afterwards, I merge the resulting sample with

the Sisu dataset, that contains information about choices in the matching platform for the Enem

test takers that ended up registering in the Sisu system in each year. Particularly, I perform

the merge between the Enem and Sisu datasets using the five Enem test scores, municipality of

residence, and state of residence for each student, where I drop the observations in the Enem
4In 2010, I drop 8,553 students due to this questionnaire restriction. In the following years, everyone filled out

at least part of the questionnaire, so nobody is dropped from the sample. Hence, all observations in the restricted
sample answered the questions regarding household income and parental level of education, which are used to
create variables for the field of study choice model.
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dataset that weren’t uniquely identified by these variables5. In each year, this merge is nearly

perfect, in the sense that I match almost every person from the Sisu dataset with a student from

the Enem sample. More specifically, the largest number of observations that I am not able to

match is sixteen people in the merge between the 2013 Enem and the 2014 Sisu. To generate the

Enem-Sisu sample, I drop this small number of people that were in the Sisu dataset but don’t

match with an observation from the Enem sample. Then, I match the Enem-Sisu sample with

the Censo Escolar dataset in order to obtain information on test takers’ school type (private

or public) by using the unique identification number for each high school. At last, I only keep

observations related to test takers that were graduating from high school at the year they took

the exam, were matched with their high school’s identification number, and weren’t missing any

of their grades, thus defining the baseline sample.

The reason why I restrict the sample to high school seniors is the existence of Enem re-takers.

As people can sit for the exam as many times as they wish, they can learn more about the exam’s

format and how to deal with exam time stress by taking it more than once, which gives them

an undue advantage in relation to first takers. Hence, I reduce this retaking effect by restricting

the sample to high school graduates, who are less likely to have sat for the exam several times6.

Any analysis and estimation made from here on will be using the baseline sample, hereafter also

referred to as Enem-Sisu-Censo Escolar sample. Furthermore, I define the Sisu sample to be

everyone who was in the baseline sample and ended up registering in the Sisu system.

As previously mentioned, further discussion on the construction of the baseline sample can

be found in Appendix A. Nonetheless, there are a couple of things worth mentioning in relation

to the setup of this sample. First, I group all programs offered in the Sisu platform into eight

fields of study - “Agriculture and veterinary”, “Social sciences, business, and law”, “Education”,

“Humanities and arts”, ‘Health and social well-being”, “Services”, “Sciences, math, and computer

science”, and “Engineering, production, and construction”. In particular, I am considering that

the last two constitute the STEM related majors, while the other ones are the non-STEM fields

of study. Second, I restrict the baseline sample to only contain information on students’ first

option in the Sisu platform, which means that I am assuming that this option is a measure of

their preferred field of study. The reasons behind this restriction are that some students don’t

pick a second option in the Sisu system, and that the majority of those that choose two programs

in the platform opt for the same major category (STEM or non-STEM) in both options.
5Notice that the number of observations that I drop due to a lack of unique identification is quite small, with

the largest number being eight people in 2013.
6I am not able to completely eliminate this retaking effect, as high school seniors could have taken the Enem

exam before their last year of high school (when they were sophomore or juniors).
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4.2 Sample Selection

In this subsection, I discuss the existence of sample selection and of differential selection by

gender between the high school graduates7, Enem (baseline), and Sisu samples for the period

analyzed in this study. From 2010 to 2013, the majority of high school graduates were women,

as can be seen in Table 2. During the same period, there was an increase in the number of high

school graduates that sat for the Enem exam, where women represented about sixty percent of

all Enem test takers in each year evaluated. As shown in Table 2, there was also an upwards

trend in Sisu registration throughout the years, which can be explained by an expansion in the

number of programs offered in the platform and in the quantity of universities using the Sisu

system to select incoming freshmen between 2011 and 2014. In addition, most students that

registered in the Sisu system (in the years evaluated in this study) were female.

According to Table 2, only about one-half of the high school graduates in Brazil ended up

sitting for the Enem exam in each year evaluated, which is evidence of sample selection in

the Enem data. The reason why many high school graduates decide not to sit for the Enem

exam is that they might need to enter the job market just after graduating from high school in

order to contribute to their household income. As can be seen in Table 2, women are slightly

overrepresented in the Enem exam compared to the high school graduates sample, but there is

no clear indication that female high school graduates select themselves out of the Enem exam

differently than men, as the percentage of women graduating from high school is still close to the

proportion of females taking the Enem exam in each year. Particularly, the small differences in

these percentages can be explained by random attrition between the high school graduates and

baseline samples.

As in the Enem data, there is a concern regarding sample selection into the Sisu system, as a

considerable fraction of high school graduates who took the Enem exam decided not to register in

the Sisu platform. One could argue that many high school graduates take the Enem to compete

for spots in other governmental programs, such as the Fundo de Financiamento Estudantil (Fies)

financing and the Programa Universidade para Todos (ProUni) scholarships, and therefore they

will not be interested in registering in the Sisu platform. Additionally, one could also argue that

some of those who opted out of the Sisu registration chose to attend private colleges.

However, the data does not provide strong evidence of sample selection differences by gender

between the baseline and Sisu samples. As shown in Table 2, the proportion of females who sat
7It is worth pointing out that the high school graduates sample comes from the Censo Escolar dataset.
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for the Enem exam is similar to the fraction of women who took the exam and chose to register

in the Sisu system in each year evaluated. Hence, small differences between these proportions

might also be caused by random attrition in the baseline and Sisu samples. In spite of that, as

can be seen in Table 3, there seems to be sample selection differences in other covariates, such

as household income, mother’s educational level, and type of high school (private or public).

Furthermore, there are differences between the shares in the baseline and Sisu samples related

to students’ geographical region of residence and Enem taking year. Given that there might be

sample selection differences in the Sisu data, the field of study choice model takes the decision

to register in the Sisu system into account in its framework.

4.3 Descriptive Statistics

Although females appear to be slightly overrepresented in the Enem exam, women tend to

perform worse in it than men, as shown in Table 48. After running a t-test to compare the

mean test scores in each of the Enem areas by gender, I find that the differences in means are

statistically different from zero (with a significance level of 5%) for every subject area and in

each year. Therefore, in each subject area (excluding the essay), women’s average performance

came out as worse than men’s for most of the years. Women outperformed men in the languages

test in only one of the years evaluated, despite the fact that the Enem exam’s languages section

consists of subjects considered to be female-dominated, as it includes reading comprehension

questions in Portuguese and a evaluation of the proficiency in a foreign language.

Moreover, data collected from the Sisu registration process suggests a clear gender gap in

the field of study choice of the first option in the Sisu system. Considering those who registered

in the Sisu platform in each year in the sample, almost one-half of the males chose a STEM

related major, while less than twenty-five percent of the females ended up picking a STEM

academic program, as can be seen in Table 5. Using information from the Censo de Educação

Superior, a survey conducted by Inep/MEC that collects data from higher education institutions,

I document that universities offer relatively more spots in non-STEM academic programs than

in STEM ones9, which explains why almost seventy percent of those who registered in the Sisu

chose a non-STEM related major. Nevertheless, it still doesn’t account for why there is an

imbalance in the gender composition of STEM and non-STEM fields of study.
8I also document this gender disparity using histograms in Appendix B.
9In 2013, federal public universities offered 342,300 spots in non-STEM academic programs and 128,934 in

STEM related majors.
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More specifically, although women are the majority of high school graduates applying for a

college degree in the Sisu system, females are clearly underrepresented among those applying for

STEM related fields. As shown in Table 6, women are the great majority in fields like health,

social sciences, and humanities. Furthermore, as depicted in Table 7, for those who registered in

the Sisu platform in 2011, women’s preferred subject areas were “Social sciences, business, and

law” and “Education”, while approximately twenty-five percent of the men chose an engineering

related major. Thus, as in the U.S. and Europe, there seems to be a gender gap in college major

choice in Brazil.

Additionally, there is an imbalance in what type of major within a specific subject area that

males and females are registering for in the Sisu system. For instance, in health related areas, of

the 10,397 males who chose a health related major as a first option in the Sisu platform in 2011,

approximately forty percent of those applied for a spot in a medical school program (which is

extremely competitive), as opposed to only twenty-three percent for women10. In particular, a

considerable portion of those women vying for a career in a health related subject apply for an

academic program in a less prestigious major than medical school, such as nursing, pharmacology

or social services. Hence, these women might not be as pressured to attain an outstanding score

in the Enem exam as those applying for more competitive programs.

5 Field of Study Choice Model

As women tend to perform worse than men in the Enem exam and end up mostly choosing

non-STEM majors, I estimate a discrete choice model to evaluate the impact of gender in field

of study choice in the Sisu platform. Specifically, I use a simplified version of the field of study

decision framework proposed by Arcidiacono et al. (2016) in the context of Californian public

universities. However, these authors have data regarding students’ admissions, enrollment, and

graduation in each of the University of California campuses. Hence, they are aware of each

student’s initial major, and their decision of switching majors or dropping out of college. In

contrast, I only have information on each student’s decision of registering in the Sisu system,

and if they chose to do so, their field of study choice (as in Brazil, people must decide which

program they wish to attend before the admissions process). Therefore, I focus on students’
10In Brazil, one of the most competitive programs in college is medical school, as it is a prestigious program with

above average job opportunities. Furthermore, medical school programs in private universities tend to be cost
prohibitive for the majority of the population, and these programs in public universities have a good reputation.
Passing scores for medical school programs in Sisu are one of the highest, and many people take years to earn a
spot in one of these programs.
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choice regarding whether to register in the Sisu platform to pursue a college degree in a Brazilian

federal public university. If they decide to register in the Sisu system, then students must also

opt between pursuing a spot in a STEM or non-STEM program in one of the colleges that offer

spots in the platform.

Thus, if student 𝑖 took the Enem exam in a given year, then in the following year she has

to choose between opting out of the Sisu system (0), pursuing a spot on a STEM program (𝑚),

or on a non-STEM program (ℎ) in the Sisu platform. The alternatives of choosing a STEM

or a non-STEM program form a natural subgroup of alternatives related to registering in the

Sisu platform. Hence, following Arcidiacono et al. (2016), I apply the nested logit model in the

field of study choice framework. In particular, consider that the alternatives described above

are grouped into two subgroups called nests, 𝑠 and 𝑛, where nest 𝑘 is represented by 𝐵𝑘. The

alternative of not registering in the Sisu platform generates a degenerate nest 𝑛, 0 ∈ 𝐵𝑛, while

nest 𝑠 contains the alternatives of choosing a STEM or a non-STEM related major in the Sisu

system, such that 𝑚,ℎ ∈ 𝐵𝑠, as can be seen in Figure 1.

According to Train (2009), discrete choice models are derived under the assumption that

individuals choose the alternative that maximizes their utility. Assume that each alternative

𝑗 ∈ {0,𝑚, ℎ}, that belongs to a nest 𝑘 ∈ {𝑛, 𝑠}, provides an utility level 𝑈𝑖𝑗𝑘 to each student

𝑖, and that 𝑖 selects alternative 𝑗 if and only if 𝑈𝑖𝑗𝑘 > 𝑈𝑖𝑗′𝑘′ , ∀𝑗′ ̸= 𝑗. The utility level 𝑈𝑖𝑗𝑘 is

determined by a large number of characteristics of the alternative and of the student. However,

I don’t observe all of these determinants, and thus a student’s utility is given by a deterministic

(𝑅𝑖𝑗𝑘) and a stochastic (𝜖𝑖𝑗𝑘) factor:

𝑈𝑖𝑗𝑘 = 𝑅𝑖𝑗𝑘 + 𝜖𝑖𝑗𝑘 (1)

As only differences in the utility across alternatives are relevant in discrete choice models

(Train, 2009), I must normalize one of the deterministic utilities to zero in order to identify the

parameters in the model. Hence, consider that the choice of opting out of the Sisu system is the

outside option, then student 𝑖’s choice of not registering in the Sisu platform provides her with

zero deterministic utility, i.e., 𝑅𝑖0𝑛 = 0 ⇒ 𝑈𝑖0𝑛 = 𝜖𝑖0𝑛. In particular, the deterministic utility

component of alternative 𝑗 ∈ {0,𝑚, ℎ}, where 𝑗 ∈ 𝐵𝑘, is given by:

𝑅𝑖𝑗𝑘 = 𝛼𝑗 +𝑋 ′
𝑖𝛽𝑗 + 𝛾𝑘𝑍𝑖𝑗 (2)
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where 𝑋𝑖 is a vector containing choice-specific characteristics for student 𝑖, such as dummies

for gender (female or not), racial group (white or not), mother’s level of education (began a higher

education degree or not), household income (up to three minimum wages or not) and high school

characteristics (private or not), and also Enem test scores for each subject area in the exam.

I include these controls because they are potentially correlated with gender (sociodemographic

characteristics) or capture students’ academic preparation for college (Enem test scores), and I

wish to eliminate these effects in order to isolate the impact that gender has on field of study

choice in the Sisu platform.

Aside from these choice-specific characteristics, I add a variable related to the labor market

scenario in students’ place of residence, as I expect that they consider potential labor market

opportunities when choosing which academic program they wish to pursue. Hence, I consider the

expected mean income for each alternative (𝑍𝑖𝑗) to be a measure of the labor market context that

each student takes into account during their decision-making process. There are other variables

that could have been chosen as labor market measures, such as the expected unemployment rate

for each alternative, but I decide to focus on expected mean income because students probably

have better knowledge of this variable than other potential labor market measures11. Moreover,

this variable captures potential statistical discrimination in wages due to students’ observable

characteristics, such as gender and race. As I am not aware of each student’s expected mean

income for each alternative, I use data from the Brazilian 2010 Census to construct a measure of

expected mean income in the degree for different combinations of demographic and geographical

characteristics in order to allow some heterogeneity. Specifically, I utilize information regarding

the mean income by gender, racial group, and Brazilian geographical region for each outcome

in the field of study choice model (no higher education degree, STEM related degree, or a non-

STEM related degree), and generate sixty possible values for students’ expected mean income in

the degree12.

Moreover, 𝛼𝑗 is the alternative-specific constant for alternative 𝑗13, 𝛽𝑗 is the weight given

by alternative 𝑗 to each choice-specific characteristic, and 𝛾𝑘 is the weight given by nest 𝑘 to

the expected mean income in the degree. Due to the normalization of the outside option’s

deterministic utility to zero, I have that 𝛼0 = 𝛽0 = 𝛾𝑛 = 0.
11In Brazil, it is relatively easy to find websites that provide information on the average wage for each career

and major choice.
12Notice that I am assuming that students consider that not registering in the Sisu system equals not earning

a higher education degree to construct this variable, which is a simplification made due to data constraints.
13The alternative-specific constant is relevant due to its role in capturing the average effect of all variables not

included in the deterministic utility (Train, 2009).
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Suppose that the joint density of the random vector 𝜖𝑖 is given by 𝑓(𝜖𝑖), then the probability

that student 𝑖 chooses alternative 𝑗 in nest 𝑘 is:

𝑃𝑖𝑗𝑘 = 𝑃 (𝑈𝑖𝑗𝑘 > 𝑈𝑖𝑗′𝑘′ ∀𝑗′ ̸= 𝑗) = 𝑃 (𝑅𝑖𝑗𝑘 + 𝜖𝑖𝑗𝑘 > 𝑅𝑖𝑗′𝑘′ + 𝜖𝑖𝑗′𝑘′ ∀𝑗′ ̸= 𝑗) =

= 𝑃 (𝜖𝑖𝑗′𝑘′ − 𝜖𝑖𝑗𝑘 < 𝑅𝑖𝑗𝑘−𝑅𝑖𝑗′𝑘′ ∀𝑗′ ̸= 𝑗) =

∫︁
𝜖
1{𝜖𝑖𝑗′𝑘′ − 𝜖𝑖𝑗𝑘 < 𝑅𝑖𝑗𝑘−𝑅𝑖𝑗′𝑘′ ∀𝑗′ ̸= 𝑗}𝑓(𝜖𝑖)𝑑𝜖𝑖 (3)

This probability depends on the distribution of the stochastic terms. In the nested logit

framework, the unobservable factors (𝜖𝑖) have a generalized extreme value (GEV) cumulative

distribution given by:

𝐹 (𝜖𝑖) = exp[−
𝐾∑︁
𝑘=1

(
∑︁
𝑗∈𝐵𝑘

𝑒
−

𝜖𝑖𝑗
𝜌𝑘 )𝜌𝑘 ] (4)

Notice that 𝜌𝑘 is the nesting parameter of nest 𝑘, which measures the degree of independence

among the error terms of the alternatives in this nest. The nested logit model separates the

different alternatives into nests, which allows the error terms to be correlated within the nests,

but not between them (Train, 2009). Therefore, the independence of irrelevant alternatives

(IIA) property holds inside groups, but not for alternatives at different nests. Hence, this model

implies that the errors are correlated among the two fields of study in the Sisu platform, i.e.,

𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟(𝜖𝑖𝑚𝑠, 𝜖𝑖ℎ𝑠) ̸= 0 for 𝑚,ℎ ∈ 𝐵𝑠, and 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟(𝜖𝑖𝑗𝑠, 𝜖𝑖0𝑛) = 0 for 𝑗 ∈ 𝐵𝑠, 0 ∈ 𝐵𝑛
14.

Particularly, the nesting parameter of the nest containing the alternatives related to choice

in the Sisu system (𝑠) is 𝜌𝑠 =
√
1− 𝛿𝑠, where 𝛿𝑠 is the correlation of the stochastic terms of

the alternatives contained in nest 𝑠. If 𝜌𝑠 is equal to 1, then the nested logit model reduces

to the multinomial logit model, while the alternatives in nest 𝑠 have perfect correlation if 𝜌𝑠 is

equal to 0. Furthermore, the model is only consistent with the assumption that students pick

the alternative that maximizes their utility if the estimated 𝜌𝑠 is between 0 and 1. It is also

worth pointing out that the assumption regarding the cumulative distribution of 𝜖𝑖 implies the

independence between the variables in the deterministic utility and error terms. This means

that all 𝑋’s and 𝑍’s are orthogonal to unobservable determinants of field of study choice. More

specifically, I am ruling out the possibility that students might study harder for the Enem exam

if they already know that they want to compete for a spot on a more competitive program in

the Sisu platform.
14This property of the stochastic terms relaxes the homoscedasticity assumption implied in the multinomial

logit model (Greene, 2012).
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Given the distribution of the error terms described above, the probability of student 𝑖 deciding

to pursue a spot on program 𝑗 ∈ {𝑚,ℎ} in the Sisu platform, where 𝑗 belongs to nest 𝑠,

conditional on 𝑋 and 𝑍, is:

𝑃𝑖𝑗𝑠(𝜃) =
𝑒

𝑅𝑖𝑗𝑠
𝜌𝑠

(︁∑︀
𝑗′∈𝐵𝑠

𝑒
𝑅𝑖𝑗′𝑠
𝜌𝑠

)︁𝜌𝑠−1

(︁∑︀
𝑗′∈𝐵𝑠

𝑒
𝑅𝑖𝑗′𝑠
𝜌𝑠

)︁𝜌𝑠
+ 1

(5)

in which 𝜃 ≡ {𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾, 𝜌} is the set of parameters to be estimated. On the other hand, the

probability of student 𝑖 choosing to opt out of the Sisu system is given by:

𝑃𝑖0𝑛(𝜃) =
1(︁∑︀

𝑗′∈𝐵𝑠
𝑒

𝑅𝑖𝑗′𝑠
𝜌𝑠

)︁𝜌𝑠
+ 1

(6)

Using this setup, I perform the full information maximum likelihood estimation of the model

and obtain the nested logit coefficients for field of study choice in the Sisu platform, where opting

out of the Sisu system is the outside option. Therefore, the estimated nested logit coefficients for

the STEM and non-STEM alternatives are meant to be interpreted with respect to the choice of

opting out of the Sisu system.

6 Results

In this section, I present the main estimation results, calculate the average marginal effects of the

variables in the deterministic utility, and perform a counterfactual analysis and some robustness

checks.

6.1 Nested Logit Estimation Results

In order to interpret the estimation results, there are some considerations to take into account.

First, the estimated nested logit coefficients for the STEM and non-STEM alternatives in the

field of study choice model should be interpreted relative to the option of not registering in the

Sisu platform15. Second, as mentioned in Appendix A, in the estimation procedure I divide the

Enem test scores and the expected mean income in the degree of each student by a thousand,
15To identify the parameters in the nested logit framework, I normalize the coefficients from the non-Sisu

alternative to zero.
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and so obtain estimated coefficients relative to these variables scaled in thousands. Notice that

the summary statistics for the sample used in the estimation process (from 2010 to 2013), as well

as for each year between 2010 and 2013, are shown in Table 8. And finally, as the nested logit is

a non-linear model, I can’t analyze the estimated parameters as the marginal effects, but I am

able to glean information about the direction of the effect of each variable by evaluating the sign

of its coefficient (Greene, 2012).

Hence, I analyze the results presented in Table 9 as follows. Due to its positive and highly

significant coefficient, being a woman raises the probability of registering in a STEM related

program compared to opting out of the Sisu system. In addition, being female has a positive and

significant effect for registering in a non-STEM field of study relative to choosing not to register

in the Sisu platform. These results suggest that female students are less likely to opt out of the

Sisu platform than their male counterparts. The white parameter, in both alternatives in the

Sisu nest, is negative and significant at the 1% level, which means that being white decreases

the probability of choosing the STEM or non-STEM alternatives in relation to opting out of

the Sisu platform. This result might be explained by the fact that the majority of the Brazilian

population is non-white and the white minority may rather attend a private university than a

public one.

Furthermore, students whose mother has at least some college level education are more likely

to register in the Sisu system than those whose mother’s highest level of education is high school

(as having a mother with some higher education or a higher education degree has a positive

and significant effect on choosing a STEM related major or a non-STEM field of study in the

Sisu platform relative to the outside option). I explain this result by arguing that children

whose parents have a better educational level are probably more encouraged to pursue a higher

education degree than their counterparts. Nonetheless, the results show that coming from a

family with a household income of up to three minimum wages increases the probability of

choosing to pursue a STEM or a non-STEM field of study instead of opting out of the Sisu

system, which could mean that students from poorer families have incentives to pursue a higher

education degree in a tuition-free college to augment their labor market opportunities and provide

a better lifestyle for their family.

The estimated coefficients for the private school dummy suggest that people who attended

a private high school in their senior year are more likely to register in a STEM or a non-STEM

related program in the Sisu platform than those who attended a public high school. As private

high schools have more quality than the average public high school in Brazil, this result indicates
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that students with a better academic background might have more incentives to continue their

studies than those with a weaker educational background prior to college. Meanwhile, Enem

performance has a positive impact for choosing an alternative inside the Sisu nest relative to the

outside option, as coefficients (for the STEM and non-STEM alternatives) regarding test scores

in each subject area in the Enem exam are positive and significant at the 1% level. Last but not

least, the expected mean income in the degree also has a positive and highly significant effect

for the choice of registering in the Sisu platform compared to opting out of the system.

As previously mentioned, the model is only compatible with utility maximization if the

estimated nesting parameter is between 0 and 1. As seen in Table 9, the nesting parameter is equal

to 0.5260, which means that the model does not violate the utility maximization assumption.

Moreover, I perform a likelihood-ratio test with the null hypothesis that the nesting parameter

in the Sisu nest is equal to 1. The test statistic is equal to 1,002.9574, which means that I can

reject the null hypothesis that the model simplifies into the multinomial logit model.

I also evaluate the fit of the model to the data, as shown in Table 10. As the total sample

size is equal to 4,859,691 students and the number of correct predictions is 2,889,875, I correctly

predict students’ choices at 59.47% of the cases, which indicates a moderately good fit of the

model. In particular, I overpredict the non-Sisu choice and underpredict the STEM and non-

STEM alternatives. Hence, some factors that influence students’ decision to register in the Sisu

system might be omitted from the model.

6.2 Average Marginal Effects

As the estimated nested logit coefficients can’t be interpreted as marginal effects (Greene, 2012),

I estimate average marginal effects for the continuous and dummy variables included in the

deterministic utility. Specifically, the marginal effect of dummy variable 𝐷 for student 𝑖 and

alternative 𝑗 is given by:

𝑀𝐸𝐷
𝑖𝑗 = 𝑃 (𝑖 chooses 𝑗|𝐷𝑖 = 1)− 𝑃 (𝑖 chooses 𝑗|𝐷𝑖 = 0) (7)

After computing this marginal effect for each student and alternative, I average these effects

for each option in the field of study choice model, thus obtaining the average marginal effect of

dummy variable 𝐷 for alternative 𝑗 ∈ {0,𝑚, ℎ}:
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𝐴𝑀𝐸𝐷
𝑗 =

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑀𝐸𝐷
𝑖𝑗

𝑁
(8)

where 𝑁 is the total number of students in the sample. On the other hand, the marginal

effect of continuous variable 𝐶 (i.e., the Enem test scores and the expected mean income in the

degree) for student 𝑖 and alternative 𝑗 is:

𝑀𝐸𝐶
𝑖𝑗 = 𝑃 (𝑖 chooses 𝑗|𝐶𝑖 = 𝐶*

𝑖 + 𝜎𝐶)− 𝑃 (𝑖 chooses 𝑗|𝐶𝑖 = 𝐶*
𝑖 ) (9)

in which 𝐶*
𝑖 is the original value of variable 𝐶 for student 𝑖 and 𝜎𝐶 is the standard deviation

of variable 𝐶 in the full sample16. Hence, I am calculating the marginal effect of a one standard

deviation increase for the continuous variables. Analogously to the discrete variable case, the

average marginal effect of continuous variable 𝐶 for alternative 𝑗 ∈ {0,𝑚, ℎ} is given by:

𝐴𝑀𝐸𝐶
𝑗 =

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑀𝐸𝐶
𝑖𝑗

𝑁
(10)

The results are depicted in Table 11. The main result in this table is that being female

reduces in 4.50 percentage points the probability that a student picks a STEM related major,

while it increases in 11.84 percentage points the probability of choosing a non-STEM field of

study in the Sisu platform. In addition, being white decreases in 1.76 and 8.70 percentage points

the probability of picking the STEM and non-STEM alternatives, respectively. Having a mother

with at least some higher education reduces the probability of opting out of the Sisu platform,

while increasing the probabilities of choosing a STEM and a non-STEM field of study. I observe

the same pattern for the average marginal effect of having a household income of up to three

minimum wages. And finally, graduating from a private high school decreases the probability of

choosing a STEM related major and raises the probability of picking a non-STEM field of study.

Regarding the average marginal effects of the Enem test scores in each subject area of the

exam, I observe that an one standard deviation increase in test scores does not have a strong

impact on the choice probabilities, even though these effects are highly significant. For instance,

an increase in one standard deviation of the math test score (in the original scale) raises in 0.0582

percentage points the probability of opting for a STEM field of study in the Sisu system, while
16In the estimation procedure, 𝐶*

𝑖 is the continuous variable divided by a thousand and 𝜎𝐶 is the standard
deviation of this scaled variable.
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it reduces in 0.0074 percentage points the probability of picking a non-STEM related major.

Moreover, although the average marginal effects of the expected mean income in the degree are

significant at the 1% level, their impact in the choice probabilities is negligible (in the original

scale of the variable). This last result corroborates the findings in Beffy et al. (2012), where the

authors conclude that non-pecuniary factors seem to be more relevant than expected income in

students’ college major choice.

6.3 Counterfactual Analysis

The results of this dissertation suggest that there exists a gender-specific component that affects

students’ field of study decision in the Sisu system, as being female decreases the probability of

choosing a STEM related major. In order to analyze the extent of the impact of the gender-

specific component on college major choice, I perform the following counterfactual exercise: What

would happen to women’s predicted choice probabilities if they had scored the same grades as men

in the Enem exam? As previously discussed, there is a gender gap in Enem performance from

2010 to 2013. If the gender-specific component really influences students’ field of study choice,

then this counterfactual exercise won’t have a huge impact on their choice probabilities, in the

sense that women give more weight to their preferences than grades when they are choosing their

majors in the Sisu platform.

Hence, I estimate the choice probabilities of the average woman and of the women in the

10th, 25th, 50th, 75th and 90th percentiles of the Enem performance distribution using their

own Enem test scores, and then predict the counterfactual choice probabilities with their male

counterparts’ grades. Moreover, I also test the null hypothesis that the difference between these

probabilities is equal to zero for each alternative and counterfactual scenario (average, 10th, 25th,

50th, 75th and 90th percentiles). The results of this analyses are depicted in Table 12.

If the average woman had achieved the same Enem performance than the average man in the

sample, then there would be a decrease in her probability of opting out of the Sisu platform and

an increase in her probabilities of choosing a STEM related major and a non-STEM field of study.

In addition, I reject the null hypothesis that the difference between the choice probabilities for

each alternative is equal to zero with a significance level of 1%. Generally, the counterfactual

analysis shows that, for the women in the percentiles being evaluated, there would be a reduction

in their probability of not registering in the Sisu platform and an increase in their probability of

picking a STEM field of study if they had scored the same grades than their male counterparts
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in the Enem exam. In relation to the non-STEM alternative, it varies by percentile. For the

10th, 75th and 90th percentiles, there is a decrease in the probability of choosing a non-STEM

related major, while for the 25th and 50th percentiles, there is an increase. Once again, I am

able to reject the null hypothesis that the choice probability differences for each alternative in

the field of study choice model is equal to zero at the 1% significance level.

Therefore, the counterfactual analysis indicates that Enem test scores affect females’ decision

in the Sisu platform, as there would be a reduction in the gender gap in field of study choice in the

Sisu system if women had the same performance than men in the Enem exam. For example, in

the counterfactual scenario, there is a 0.30 and 5.21 percentage points increase in the probability

of choosing a STEM related major for the women in the 10th and 90th percentiles, respectively.

Nevertheless, these results don’t negate the impact of gender-specific preferences on college major

choice, as the gender gap in field of study decision still persists in the counterfactual scenario.

6.4 Robustness Checks

During the period analyzed in this study, there was an expansion in the number of programs

offered and students registering in the Sisu platform. By 2014, virtually all federal public univer-

sities used the Sisu system to select their incoming freshmen. Moreover, students were already

knowledgeable of how the matching mechanism worked, and were aware of previous cut-off scores

in their majors of interest. As the main goal of this study is to evaluate students’ choice in the

Sisu system, it might be interesting to analyze the robustness of the baseline results by focusing

on the end of the platform’s expansion period. Hence, I perform a robustness analysis where I

estimate the field of study choice model only for those that took the Enem exam in the last year

included in the baseline sample17.

The estimated nested logit coefficients with this restricted sample are presented in Table 13.

As in the main estimation, these results should be interpreted relative to the outside option of

choosing not to register in the Sisu platform. According to Table 13, the estimated coefficients

signs are the same as in Table 9, which means that their interpretation is similar as before (as

one can only evaluate the direction of the effect for each variable in the nested logit estimation).

For example, being female still increases the probability of registering in a STEM or non-STEM

field of study in relation to opting out of the Sisu system. In addition, the nesting parameter

is equal to 0.5965, which means that the field of study choice model is still consistent with the
17The sample used in this estimation consists of the baseline sample restricted for those who took the Enem

exam in 2013. Additional details can be found in Appendix A.
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utility maximization assumption. I also perform a likelihood-ratio test with the null hypothesis

that the nesting parameter is equal to zero, and end up rejecting the hypothesis that the nested

logit model collapses into the multinomial logit model at a 5% level of significance.

Given that the estimated nested logit coefficients are not the marginal effects of each variable,

the next step is to recover the average marginal effects for the variables in the deterministic

utility. I follow the same approach taken with the baseline sample. Results are shown in Table

14. As before, being female decreases the probability that a student will choose a STEM field

of study in the Sisu platform, but with a greater magnitude (5.07 percentage points) than in

the baseline results (4.50 percentage points). In addition, being a woman still increases the

probability of picking a non-STEM related major, but also with a greater magnitude than before

(14.84 percentage points increase, instead of only 11.84). Being white continues to decrease

the probabilities of choosing a STEM and non-STEM related major, but in 2.21 and 11.41

percentage points, respectively. The average marginal effects related to students’ socioeconomic

characteristics have the same interpretation as before, even though their magnitudes also change.

In relation to the Enem test scores, an one standard deviation increase in test scores still has a

small effect on choice probabilities, although the average marginal effects are significant at the

1% level (except for the average marginal effect related to the humanities grade in the STEM

alternative, which is only significant at the 5% level). And the average marginal effects of the

expected mean income in the degree are close to zero and highly significant, just as in the baseline

results.

Other robustness checks that might be worth performing would be to estimate the field of

study choice model without including the Enem test scores or the expected mean income in

the degree in the deterministic utility. There are a couple of reasons why these checks are

interesting. First, the decision to consider the expected mean income in the degree as a measure

of the labor market context in students’ place of residence was arbitrary, as I could have used

another variable, such as the unemployment rate. Therefore, I want to analyze the impact in

the model of excluding this variable from students’ deterministic utility. Second, as mentioned

above, performance in the Enem exam is the criteria used by universities in their admissions

decision (as the cut-off scores are generated from Enem grades), which makes this whole process

strictly objective. Furthermore, students are aware of their Enem grades and the past cut-off

scores when deciding which major to pursue in the platform, and thus Enem test scores most

likely affect their college major choice in the Sisu system. In that sense, I wish to evaluate if the

estimates change in the scenario where Enem test scores are not included in the model.
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I perform these analyses only for the sample containing those who took the Enem exam in

2013 due to the complexity of this estimation and time constraints, but I intend to carry out

these robustness checks using the baseline sample in future extensions of this dissertation. The

results for the field of study choice model estimation without the expected mean income in the

degree variable are depicted in Table 15. As previously discussed, the expected mean income

in the degree variable is the only factor in the baseline model that simultaneously varies at the

individual and the alternative levels. The exclusion of this variable decreases the probability of

women choosing a STEM field of study relative to opting out of the Sisu platform (due to the

negative sign of the corresponding coefficient), which is a different result from the baseline model.

This seems to indicate the importance of adding a variable that captures labor market conditions

on students’ place of residence to their deterministic utility. However, it still stands that being

female increases the probability of picking a non-STEM related major compared to choosing not

to register in the Sisu system. The other variables in the deterministic utility continue to have

the same sign in their estimated coefficients as in the baseline results, and thus have the same

interpretation as before. Additionally, the nesting parameter is equal to 0.3486, which is smaller

than in the baseline specification, but still compatible with the assumption that students are

maximizing their utilities in the field of study choice model.

Although there is a change in the interpretation of the nested logit coefficient relative to

being a woman in the STEM alternative, the average marginal effects do not present any signif-

icant alteration in their analysis compared to the baseline specification. As can be seen in Table

16, being female decreases the probability of picking a STEM related major in 7.53 percentage

points, while it raises in 8.92 percentage points the probability of choosing a non-STEM field

of study. Furthermore, having a mother with at least some higher education continues to raise

the probability of choosing the STEM and non-STEM alternatives (in 1.21 and 4.26 percentage

points, respectively). As in the baseline results, the Enem test scores have a small, but highly sig-

nificant, average marginal effect on choice probabilities. For instance, an one standard deviation

increase in the math test score raises in approximately 0.0607 percentage points the probability

of choosing a STEM field of study, while the same increase in the languages test score raises the

probability of picking a non-STEM related major in 0.0421 percentage points.

The results for the nested logit estimation without Enem test scores are shown in Table 17,

and all estimated coefficients are significant at the 1% level. The most striking difference between

the interpretation of these results and those presented in Table 13 is the change in the direction

of the effect of the household income variable. In particular, having a household income of up to
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three minimum wages decreases the probability of choosing the STEM or non-STEM alternatives

compared to opting out of the Sisu system in the specification without Enem test scores (in the

baseline specification, this coefficient has a positive sign for both Sisu alternatives). Being female

still increases the probability of picking both alternatives in the Sisu nest relative to choosing

not to register in the Sisu platform. Notice that the nesting parameter is equal to 0.3735, which

implies that the model is compliant with the utility maximization assumption. Moreover, as

the nesting parameter is closer to zero than in the baseline specification, the error terms of the

alternatives in the Sisu nest are more correlated in the model without Enem test scores than in

the one shown in Table 13.

Similarly to the previous specifications, I then calculate the average marginal effects of the

dummy and continuous variables, which can be seen in Table 18. Once again, being female

reduces the probability of picking a STEM related major in the Sisu platform (in 7.18 percentage

points), while it increases in 16.38 percentage points the probability of choosing a non-STEM

field of study. Furthermore, being white raises the probability of opting out of the Sisu system,

and decreases the probability of choosing the STEM and non-STEM alternatives. However,

having a household income of up to three minimum wages reduces the probability of choosing

a STEM field of study in 4.00 percentage points and increases the probability of picking a non-

STEM related major in 1.73 percentage points. This last result differs from the baseline one,

where having a household income of up to three minimum wages increased the probability of

choosing both alternatives in the Sisu nest. The same pattern can be seen for those graduating

from a private high school, as it raises the probability of picking a STEM related major in the

model without Enem test scores, while it reduces this probability in the baseline specification.

Excluding the Enem grades from the model doesn’t seem to affect the magnitude of the average

marginal effects for the expected mean income variable, that continue to be highly significant,

but close to zero (as the results are presented in thousands in Table 18).

The results are somewhat sensitive to the robustness checks that use only a sample containing

those that took the Enem exam in 2013, as there are considerable changes in the magnitudes

of the average marginal effects, and also in the signs of the nested logit coefficients for some

variables in all alternate specifications. By 2014, students were more aware of how the Sisu

mechanism works, which lead to a reduction in the uncertainty related to the probability of

being admitted to college through the platform. However, this greater amount of information

might have affected women differently than men due to gender differences in risk aversion, which

have already been documented by the literature as potential factors behind the gender gap in
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field of study choice (Niederle and Vesterlund, 2010). Therefore, variables that capture the effect

of the gender-specific component may be especially sensitive to an estimation using only the

sample restricted to those that sat for the Enem exam in the last year included in the baseline

sample.

7 Final Remarks and Future Research

In this dissertation, I evaluate the effect that being female has on college major choice in the

Brazilian context. More specifically, I estimate a discrete choice model with a nested logit

specification to verify if, after controlling for academic preparation and sociodemographic char-

acteristics, gender still affects field of study decision (and if so, the magnitude of this impact).

While there already exist studies that assess the impact of gender on college major choice in the

U.S. or in European countries, such as Bettinger and Long (2005), Buser et al. (2014), Buser

et al. (2017), and Saltiel (2019), little attention has been devoted to developing countries like

Brazil. To the best of my knowledge, Traferri (2011) is the only other study that evaluates

the differences in field of study decision by gender in Brazil. However, the author analyzes an

application and admissions context where students must choose their major before taking the

exam that will determine if they are admitted or not to their preferred program. Hence, students

in the context studied in Traferri (2011) are probably much more uncertain and risk averse re-

garding their college outcomes compared to those in the field of study choice model presented in

this dissertation. Thus, I contribute to this literature by documenting the extent of the gender

gap in test scores and in college major choice at country level (due to the Enem exam and Sisu

platform scopes) in Brazil, and by analyzing the magnitude of the effect that gender has on

Brazilian students’ field of study decision in a particular context where subjective and implicit

biases play a much smaller role than in typical college admissions processes.

After constructing a comprehensive dataset containing students’ sociodemographic charac-

teristics, test scores in the Enem exam, and choice in the Sisu platform (opted out of the system,

registered and chose a STEM related major, or registered and picked a non-STEM field of study)

between 2010 and 2013, I use it to estimate a field of study choice model and to calculate average

marginal effects for the variables included in this model. The main results show that women are

less likely to opt out of the Sisu platform than men, and that the effect of being female is a 4.50

percentage points decrease in the probability of choosing a STEM related major, while being a

women raises in 11.84 percentage points the probability of picking a non-STEM field of study.
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Consequently, a gender-specific component seems to play a role in field of study decision in the

Brazilian context. This component could not only be capturing the effect of gender differences

in willingness to compete and in risk aversion levels, but also the impact of social norms related

to society’s expectations about which programs women should be pursuing in college. In the

current setup, I interpret this gender-specific component as a measure of how female students’

preferences differ from those of their male counterparts, as I am not able to decompose it in

the many factors that may affect women’s major choice differently than men’s without data

that captures students’ competitiveness levels, how they are affected by peer pressure and social

norms, among others.

The other results from the baseline specification point out that being white reduces the

probability of choosing a STEM or a non-STEM related major in the Sisu platform compared

to opting out of the system. In particular, being white has a negative average marginal effect

on picking both alternatives included in the Sisu nest. Additionally, having a mother with at

least some college education increases the probability of choosing the alternatives in the Sisu

nest relative to not registering in the Sisu system, and has a positive average marginal effect on

picking a STEM or a non-STEM field of study in the matching platform. I observe the same

pattern for the variable capturing the impact of coming from a family with household income

of up to three minimum wages. Graduating from a private high school raises the probability

of choosing the alternatives inside the Sisu nest compared to opting out of the Sisu system.

Nonetheless, this variable has a negative average marginal effect on choosing a STEM related

major, while it has a positive average marginal effect on picking a non-STEM field of study in

the platform. At last, the Enem test scores and expected mean income in the degree variables

have small, but highly significant, average marginal effects on students’ choice probabilities.

To evaluate the extent that gender impacts students’ college major choice in the Sisu system, I

perform a counterfactual analysis where I estimate the choice probabilities of females in different

percentiles of the distribution with their actual test scores in the Enem exam, and with the

test scores of their male counterparts. I find that performance in the Enem exam appears to

affect females’ decision in the Sisu platform, as there is a decrease in the probability of opting

out of the Sisu system and an increase in the probability of picking a STEM related major in

all counterfactual scenarios. Nevertheless, the gender disparity in academic preparation doesn’t

fully explain the gender gap in field of study choice observed in the Sisu platform, given that

the differences in college major choice by gender still exist in the scenario where women have

the same Enem performance as men. Moreover, I analyze the robustness of the baseline results
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by estimating the field of study choice model using only data from the last year in the sample,

and excluding the Enem test scores or the expected mean income in the degree variables from

students’ deterministic utility. The main result that being a woman reduces the probability of

picking a STEM field of study and increases the probability of choosing a non-STEM related

major holds in all specifications considered in this dissertation, but most results are quite sensitive

to the alternate specifications.

However, I consider these results to only be preliminary evidence of how gender impacts

college major choice in Brazil, as I still have to deal with sample selection in the data and

potential endogeneity of adding Enem performance to students’ utility. It is common knowledge

that admittance to an academic program offered in the Sisu platform depends exclusively on

Enem test scores, and that higher quality programs tend to have higher cut-off scores in the

system. Hence, students are aware of the importance of their Enem performance to their choice

in the Sisu platform, which means that those who know beforehand that they wish to pursue

a more competitive major will probably study harder for the Enem exam, and that those who

don’t have a great Enem performance won’t be able to be admitted to higher quality programs.

As I assume that variables in the deterministic utility are exogenous, this relationship between

Enem test scores and choice in the Sisu system doesn’t exist in the field of study choice model

presented in this dissertation.

In that sense, I intend to address the issues described above in future research. To take

into account the potential endogeneity of Enem test scores, I need to relax the independence

assumption implied in the nested logit model. A possible way around this issue may be to add

an unobserved heterogeneity component, as in Saltiel (2019). Another potential solution could

be to change the field of study choice model in such a way that students have different choice

sets in the Sisu platform depending on their Enem test scores. Finally, I could also focus on

the neighborhood near admissions cut-off scores (where students most likely are not able to

manipulate their test scores), and use a regression discontinuity design approach. Furthermore,

I intend to obtain an administrative dataset with identifiable data that allows tracking students

throughout their school and college years, which could be useful to understand who are the

students that are selecting themselves out of the sample. With this dataset, I would also be able

to analyze when does the gender gap in academic achievement begins, and explore persistence in

the chosen major during college, which could be important aspects of the gender gap in college

major choice that are not currently being captured by the data.
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Figure 1: Nested Alternatives in the Field of Study Choice Model
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Tables

Table 1: Number of Participants in the Enem Exam

2010 2011 2012 2013
Full sample 4,626,094 5,366,948 5,791,065 7,173,563
Restricted sample 1,096,631 1,226,773 1,194,450 1,341,837
Data: Inep/MEC.
Note: For each year, the first row contains the number of Enem test
takers in the original Enem dataset, while the second row corresponds to
the number of Enem test takers who were graduating from high school
that year, participated in both days of the exam, weren’t missing any of
their grades, were matched with their high school’s identification number,
and answered the socioeconomic questionnaire.

Table 2: Participation in the High School Graduates, Enem and Sisu Samples by Gender

2010 2011 2012 2013
High School Graduates 2,256,367 2,285,848 2,292,418 2,278,457
Males 42.13% 42.23% 42.56% 43.12%
Females 57.87% 57.77% 57.44% 56.88%
Enem Exam 1,096,631 1,226,773 1,194,450 1,341,837
Males 39,54% 40.07% 40.39% 41.14%
Who didn’t register in Sisu 26.71% 22.01% 20.02% 19.32%
Who registered in Sisu 12.83% 18.06% 20.37% 21.82%
Females 60.45% 59.93% 59.61% 58.86%
Who didn’t register in Sisu 42.15% 33.34% 30.04% 27.54%
Who registered in Sisu 18.30% 26.59% 29.57% 31.32%
Sisu Platform 341,458 547,803 596,556 712,977
Males 41.22% 40.45% 40.79% 41.06%
Females 58.78% 59.55% 59.21% 58.94%
Data: Inep/MEC.
Note: The high school graduates sample consists of all students that were gradu-
ating from high school (or vocational high school) in the Censo Escolar dataset at
a given year. Meanwhile, for each year, the Enem exam panel refers to the baseline
sample, that considers only the Enem test takers that graduated from high school
that year, participated in both days of the exam, were matched with their high
school’s identification number, weren’t missing any of their grades, and answered
the socioeconomic questionnaire. In addition, the Sisu sample corresponds to the
baseline sample restricted to those that registered in the Sisu platform the year after
they took the exam.
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Table 3: Comparison of Shares in the Enem and Sisu Samples

Enem Sisu
Female 59.67% 59.14%
White 46.58% 47.29%
Mother with at least some college level 20.70% 28.06%
Household income of up to 3 min. wages 72.77% 66.82%
Private school 21.54% 31.10%
Geographical region
North region 8.87% 8.34%
Northeast region 26.98% 32.63%
South region 14.15% 10.90%
Southeast region 41.71% 39.22%
Midwest region 8.29% 8.92%
Year
2010 22.57% 15.53%
2011 25.24% 24.91%
2012 24.58% 27.13%
2013 27.61% 32.43%
Total 4,859,691 2,198,794
Data: Inep/MEC.
Note: The Enem column refers to the baseline sample, that considers
only the Enem test takers that graduated from high school between 2010
and 2013, participated in both days of the exam, weren’t missing any of
their grades, were matched with their high school’s identification number,
and answered the socioeconomic questionnaire. Meanwhile, the Sisu sam-
ple corresponds to all the students in the baseline sample that registered
in the Sisu platform the year after they took the Enem exam. The sum
of shares from the geographical regions (lines 6 to 10) is equal to 100%,
same as the addition of the proportions of year that students took the
Enem exam (lines 11 to 14).
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Table 4: Mean Scores by Subject and Gender in the Enem Exam

2010 2011 2012 2013
Natural Sciences
Males 495.90 476.63 488.78 484.13
Females 474.36 453.20 462.35 463.95
M - F 21.53*** 23.44*** 26.43*** 20.17***

(0.1619) (0.1598) (0.1504) (0.1333)
Humanities
Males 547.39 479.72 531.20 522.98
Females 529.38 463.18 513.89 507.04
M - F 18.01*** 16.54*** 17.31*** 15.94***

(0.1781) (0.1514) (0.1561) (0.1468)
Languages
Males 508.35 515.27 492.62 488.08
Females 505.87 517.03 491.52 487.40
M - F 2.50*** -1.76*** 1.10*** 0.68***

(0.1579) (0.1416) (0.1352) (0.1369)
Math
Males 537.99 549.39 543.04 536.62
Females 484.77 494.19 491.52 495.95
M - F 53.22*** 55.20*** 51.52*** 40.67***

(0.2225) (0.2172) (0.2275) (0.1837)
Essay
Males 540.31 494.33 501.90 497.03
Females 582.54 531.05 513.19 521.14
M - F -42.23*** -36.72*** -11.29*** -24.12***

(0.3484) (0.3423) (0.2770) (0.2788)

Data: Inep/MEC.
Note: * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. M - F refers to the difference
between the male mean score and the female one. Standard errors from the
t-test are in parentheses. Sample considers only the Enem test takers that
graduated from high school that year, participated in both days of the exam,
weren’t missing any of their grades, were matched with their high school’s
identification number, and answered the socioeconomic questionnaire.

Table 5: Decomposition of STEM Registration in the Sisu Sample by Gender

2010 2011 2012 2013
Males who chose a non-STEM program 23.26% 22.77% 23.38% 24.35%
Males who picked a STEM program 17.96% 17.67% 17.41% 16.71%
Females who chose a non-STEM program 45.13% 46.19% 45.99% 46.63%
Females who picked a STEM program 13.66% 13.37% 13.22% 12.31%
Total 341,458 547,803 596,556 712,977
Data: Inep/MEC.
Note: For each year, the sum of the four lines is equal to 100%, which corresponds to
all Enem test takers who were graduating from high school that year, participated in both
days of the exam, weren’t missing any of their grades, were matched with their high school’s
identification number, answered the socioeconomic questionnaire, and registered in the Sisu
platform in the following year.
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Table 6: Field of Study Choice by Gender in the Sisu System

2010 2011 2012 2013
Agriculture and veterinary
Males 45.48% 43.94% 43.28% 43.69%
Females 54.52% 56.06% 56.72% 56.31%
Social sciences, business, and law
Males 35.05% 33.99% 34.34% 35.02%
Females 64.95% 66.01% 65.66% 64.98%
Sciences, math, and computer science
Males 55.81% 56.24% 56.75% 58.24%
Females 44.19% 43.76% 43.25% 41.76%
Education
Males 36.96% 36.89% 36.98% 38.47%
Females 63.04% 63.11% 63.02% 61.53%
Engineering, production, and construction
Males 57.46% 57.36% 56.89% 57.21%
Females 42.54% 42.64% 43.11% 42.79%
Humanities and arts
Males 33.16% 33.94% 35.81% 37.21%
Females 66.84% 66.06% 64.19% 62.79%
Health and social well-being
Males 22.39% 21.08% 22.76% 23.27%
Females 77.61% 78.92% 77.25% 76.73%
Services
Males 30.00% 29.18% 29.99% 31.36%
Females 70.00% 70.82% 70.01% 68.64%
Data: Inep/MEC.
Note: Sample considers only the Enem test takers that were graduating from high school in
the same year they took the exam, participated in both days of the exam, weren’t missing any
of their grades, answered the socioeconomic questionnaire, were matched with their high school’s
identification number, and registered in the Sisu platform in the following year to compete for a
spot in a federal university program. Additionally, only students’ first option in the Sisu system
was considered to perform this analysis.
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Table 7: Decomposition of Gender by Field of Study Choice in the 2011 Sisu

Males Females
Agriculture and veterinary 8.78% 7.38%
Social sciences, business, and law 16.13% 20.96%
Sciences, math, and computer science 17.01% 9.44%
Education 19.61% 23.45%
Engineering, production, and construction 26.55% 13.79%
Humanities and arts 1.79% 2.53%
Health and social well-being 7.39% 17.96%
Services 2.74% 4.49%
Total 140,744 200,714
Data: Inep/MEC.
Note: The sum of each column is equal to 100%. Sample corresponds
to all Enem test takers that were graduating from high school in 2010,
participated in both days of the exam, weren’t missing any of their grades,
were matched with their high school’s identification number, answered
the socioeconomic questionnaire, and registered in at least one program
in the Sisu platform in 2011.
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Table 8: Summary Statistics for the Sample Used in Estimation

2010-2013 2010 2011 2012 2013
Female 0.5967 0.6045 0.5993 0.5961 0.5886

(0.4906) (0.4889) (0.4900) (0.4907) (0.4921)
White 0.4658 0.4837 0.4658 0.4716 0.4463

(0.4988) (0.4997) (0.4988) (0.4992) (0.4971)
Mother with at least some college level 0.2070 0.1859 0.2017 0.2212 0.2165

(0.4052) (0.3890) (0.4013) (0.4150) (0.4119)
Household income of up to 3 min. wages 0.7277 0.7088 0.7098 0.7291 0.7581

(0.4452) (0.4543) (0.4539) (0.4444) (0.4282)
Private school 0.2154 0.2132 0.2070 0.2273 0.2145

(0.4111) (0.4096) (0.4051) (0.4191) (0.4104)
Natural sciences (in thousands) 0.4724 0.4829 0.4626 0.4730 0.4723

(0.8091) (0.814) (0.0858) (0.799) (0.0755)
Humanities (in thousands) 0.5095 0.5365 0.4698 0.5209 0.5136

(0.0881) (0.0907) (0.0819) (0.0833) (0.0832)
Math (in thousands) 0.5120 0.5058 0.5163 0.5123 0.5127

(0.1149) (0.1147) (0.1182) (0.1222) (0.1044)
Languages (in thousands) 0.5003 0.5068 0.5163 0.4920 0.4877

(0.0773) (0.0802) (0.0757) (0.0721) (0.0776)
Essay (in thousands) 0.5242 0.5658 0.5163 0.5086 0.5112

(0.1695) (0.1768) (0.1864) (0.1487) (0.1588)
Expected mean income (in thousands) 2.0298 1.6931 2.0151 2.1513 2.2104

(1.4780) (1.3641) (1.4789) (1.5025) (1.4976)
Total 4,859,691 1,096,631 1,226,773 1,194,450 1,341,837
Data: Inep/MEC.
Note: Standard deviations are in parentheses. The Enem test scores and expected mean income variables are
reported in thousands. Additionally, the expected mean income variable is given by gender, racial group, Brazilian
region, and option that the person chose in the Sisu registration (to not register, register in a STEM program, or in
a non-STEM one). The 2010-2013 sample corresponds to all Enem test takers who sat for the exam between 2010
and 2013, were graduating from high school in the same year they took the exam, participated in both days of the
exam, weren’t missing any of their test scores, were matched with their high school’s identification number, and
answered the socioeconomic questionnaire. Meanwhile, the annual samples consist of all Enem test takers that were
graduating from high school that year, participated in both days of the exam, weren’t missing any of their grades,
were matched with their high school’s identification number, and answered the socioeconomic questionnaire.
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Table 9: Estimated Nested Logit Coefficients

STEM (m) Non-STEM (h) Sisu (s)
Constant -6.6528*** -5.6228***

(0.0315) (0.0146)
Female 0.0771*** 0.4604***

(0.0063) (0.0069)
White -0.4489*** -0.5197***

(0.0034) (0.0036)
Mother with at least some college level 0.2948*** 0.3171***

(0.0031) (0.0028)
Household income of up to 3 min. wages 0.2679*** 0.3387***

(0.0032) (0.0028)
Private school 0.3014*** 0.4486***

(0.0041) (0.0031)
Natural sciences (in thousands) 2.0804*** 1.0641***

(0.0286) (0.0222)
Humanities (in thousands) 0.8512*** 1.5206***

(0.0235) (0.0190)
Math (in thousands) 3.8246*** 1.6671***

(0.0371) (0.0195)
Languages (in thousands) 1.1463*** 2.0502***

(0.0283) (0.0219)
Essay (in thousands) 2.0581*** 2.1821***

(0.0088) (0.0077)
Expected mean income (in thousands) 0.1513***

(0.0027)
Nesting parameter 0.5260***

(0.0116)

Data: Inep/MEC.
Note: * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors are in parentheses. The log-
likelihood is equal to -4,238,400.3085 and the number of people in the sample is 4,859,691. The
baseline alternative is opting out of the Sisu platform. Sample considers only the Enem test takers
that took the exam between 2010 and 2013, graduated from high school the same year they sat for
the exam, participated in both days of the exam, weren’t missing any of their grades, were matched
with their high school’s identification number, and answered the socioeconomic questionnaire. The
Enem test scores and expected mean income variables are reported in thousands.
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Table 10: Fit of the Field of Study Choice Model to the Data

Actual Predicted Correctly Predicted
Non-Sisu (0) 2,660,897 3,690,964 2,314,655
STEM (m) 667,600 192,806 92,396
Non-STEM (h) 1,531,194 975,921 482,824
Total 4,859,691 4,859,691 2,889,875
Data: Inep/MEC.
Note: The predicted choices are computed by assuming that students
picked the alternative with the highest predicted probability. In addition,
the correctly predicted choices are calculated by considering all cases where
the predicted choice was equal to the actual one. Sample considers only the
Enem test takers that sat for the exam between 2010 and 2013, graduated
from high school the same year they took the exam, participated in both
days of the exam, weren’t missing any of their grades, were matched with
their high school’s identification number, and answered the socioeconomic
questionnaire.

Table 11: Average Marginal Effects of Dummy and Continuous Variables

Non-Sisu (0) STEM (m) Non-STEM (h)
Female -7.34*** -4.50*** 11.84***

(0.0011) (0.0007) (0.0008)
White 10.45*** -1.76*** -8.70***

(0.0007) (0.0003) (0.0006)
Mother with at least some college level -6.75*** 1.49*** 5.26***

(0.0006) (0.0004) (0.0006)
Household income of up to 3 min. wages -6.61*** 0.73*** 5.87***

(0.0005) (0.0004) (0.0005)
Private school -8.97*** -0.15*** 9.12***

(0.0006) (0.0004) (0.0006)
Natural sciences (in thousands) -29.18*** 26.75*** 2.43***

(0.0051) (0.0041) (0.0050)
Humanities (in thousands) -28.66*** -3.63*** 32.29***

(0.0046) (0.0032) (0.0046)
Math (in thousands) -50.82*** 58.20*** -7.39***

(0.0034) (0.0032) (0.0033)
Languages (in thousands) -38.70*** -4.99*** 43.69***

(0.0052) (0.0037) (0.0053)
Essay (in thousands) -46.15*** 10.49*** 35.66***

(0.0020) (0.0016) (0.0021)
Expected mean income (in thousands) -3.24*** 0.91*** 2.33***

(0.0006) (0.0002) (0.0004)

Data: Inep/MEC.
Note: * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors are in parentheses and were calculated
using the delta method. The number of people in the sample is 4,859,691. Average marginal effects are
given in percentage points. Sample considers only the Enem test takers that sat for the exam between
2010 and 2013, graduated from high school at the same year they took the exam, participated in both
days of the exam, weren’t missing any of their grades, were matched with their high school’s identification
number, and answered the socioeconomic questionnaire. The Enem test scores and expected mean income
variables are reported in thousands.
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Table 12: Counterfactual Analysis for Female Student’s Choice Probabilities

Predicted Counterfactual P - C
Average Female
Non-Sisu (0) 0.5575 0.5331 0.0243***

(0.0002)
STEM (m) 0.0882 0.1117 -0.0234***

(0.0001)
Non-STEM (h) 0.3543 0.3552 -0.0009***

(0.0002)
10th Percentile Female
Non-Sisu (0) 0.8345 0.8323 0.0023***

(0.0001)
STEM (m) 0.0268 0.0298 -0.0030***

(0.0000)
Non-STEM (h) 0.1387 0.1380 0.0007***

(0.0001)
25th Percentile Female
Non-Sisu (0) 0.6792 0.6624 0.0168***

(0.0001)
STEM (m) 0.0509 0.0628 -0.0118***

(0.0001)
Non-STEM (h) 0.2699 0.2748 -0.0049***

(0.0001)
50th Percentile Female
Non-Sisu (0) 0.5232 0.4878 0.0355***

(0.0002)
STEM (m) 0.0850 0.1141 -0.0291***

(0.0001)
Non-STEM (h) 0.3918 0.3982 -0.0064***

(0.0002)
75th Percentile Female
Non-Sisu (0) 0.4690 0.4264 0.0426***

(0.0002)
STEM (m) 0.1360 0.1800 -0.0440***

(0.0002)
Non-STEM (h) 0.3949 0.3936 0.0013***

(0.0002)
90th Percentile Female
Non-Sisu (0) 0.1885 0.1634 0.0251***

(0.0001)
STEM (m) 0.1981 0.2501 -0.0521***

(0.0003)
Non-STEM (h) 0.6134 0.5865 0.0270***

(0.0003)

Data: Inep/MEC.
Note: * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors are in parentheses
and were calculated using the delta method. The number of people in the sample is
4,859,691. P - C refers to the difference between the predicted and counterfactual
choice probabilities. Sample considers only the Enem test takers that sat for the
exam between 2010 and 2013, graduated from high school at the same year they
took the exam, participated in both days of the exam, weren’t missing any of their
grades, were matched with their high school’s identification number, and answered
the socioeconomic questionnaire.
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Table 13: Estimated Nested Logit Coefficients for 2013

STEM (m) Non-STEM (h) Sisu (s)
Constant -7.6708*** -6.2685***

(0.0630) (0.0283)
Female 0.1501*** 0.5965***

(0.0119) (0.0130)
White -0.6032*** -0.6902***

(0.0067) (0.0069)
Mother with at least some college level 0.2443*** 0.2585***

(0.0062) (0.0055)
Household income of up to 3 min. wages 0.2627*** 0.3331***

(0.0065) (0.0057)
Private school 0.2218*** 0.3857***

(0.0079) (0.0061)
Natural sciences (in thousands) 2.5827*** 1.3425***

(0.0555) (0.0425)
Humanities (in thousands) 1.8838*** 2.5269***

(0.0485) (0.0397)
Math (in thousands) 3.5569*** 0.9773***

(0.0712) (0.0375)
Languages (in thousands) 1.0619*** 2.0013***

(0.0529) (0.0422)
Essay (in thousands) 3.0772*** 3.2934***

(0.0197) (0.0168)
Expected mean income (in thousands) 0.2201***

(0.0053)
Nesting parameter 0.5965***

(0.0205)

Data: Inep/MEC.
Note: * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors are in parentheses. The log-
likelihood is equal to -1,207,585.3501 and the number of people in the sample is 1,341,837. The
baseline alternative is opting out of the Sisu platform. Sample considers only the Enem test takers
that sat for the exam in 2013, graduated from high school at the same year, participated in both days
of the exam, weren’t missing any of their grades, were matched with their high school’s identification
number, and answered the socioeconomic questionnaire. The Enem test scores and expected mean
income variables are reported in thousands.
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Table 14: Average Marginal Effects of Dummy and Continuous Variables for 2013

Non-Sisu (0) STEM (m) Non-STEM (h)
Female -9.76*** -5.07*** 14.84***

(0.0021) (0.0018) (0.0015)
White 13.62*** -2.21*** -11.41***

(0.0013) (0.0007) (0.0010)
Mother with at least some college level -5.34*** 1.18*** 4.15***

(0.0011) (0.0008) (0.0011)
Household income of up to 3 min. wages -6.45*** 0.60*** 5.85***

(0.0011) (0.0008) (0.0011)
Private school -7.23*** -0.98*** 8.21***

(0.0012) (0.0009) (0.0012)
Natural sciences (in thousands) -35.19*** 32.26*** 2.92***

(0.0096) (0.0081) (0.0100)
Humanities (in thousands) -48.94*** 1.57** 47.37***

(0.0091) (0.0073) (0.0098)
Math (in thousands) -36.91*** 60.54*** -23.64***

(0.0067) (0.0065) (0.0069)
Languages (in thousands) -36.56*** -6.63*** 43.19***

(0.0097) (0.0054) (0.0103)
Essay (in thousands) -66.02*** 13.32*** 52.70***

(0.0038) (0.0035) (0.0044)
Expected mean income (in thousands) -4.54*** 1.22*** 3.32***

(0.0011) (0.0004) (0.0008)

Data: Inep/MEC.
Note: * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors are in parentheses and were calculated using
the delta method. The number of people in the sample is 1,341,837. Average marginal effects are given in
percentage points. Sample considers only the Enem test takers that sat for the exam in 2013, graduated
from high school in the same year, participated in both days of the exam, weren’t missing any of their
grades, were matched with their high school’s identification number, and answered the socioeconomic
questionnaire. The Enem test scores and expected mean income variables are reported in thousands.
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Table 15: Estimated Nested Logit Coefficients for 2013 (Without Expected Mean Income)

STEM (m) Non-STEM (h) Sisu (s)
Constant -6.1892*** -5.4076***

(0.0998) (0.0189)
Female -0.1231*** 0.1390***

(0.0241) (0.0102)
White -0.4113*** -0.4668***

(0.0066) (0.0045)
Mother with at least some college level 0.2543*** 0.2631***

(0.0057) (0.0054)
Household income of up to 3 min. wages 0.2777*** 0.3189***

(0.0068) (0.0058)
Private school 0.2777*** 0.3708***

(0.0107) (0.0067)
Natural sciences (in thousands) 2.2028*** 1.4857***

(0.0763) (0.0487)
Humanities (in thousands) 2.0961*** 2.4819***

(0.0548) (0.0403)
Math (in thousands) 2.7985*** 1.2710***

(0.1413) (0.0612)
Languages (in thousands) 1.3526*** 1.8773***

(0.0642) (0.0450)
Essay (in thousands) 3.1249*** 3.2559***

(0.0206) (0.0170)
Nesting parameter 0.3486***

(0.0442)

Data: Inep/MEC.
Note: * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors are in parentheses. The log-
likelihood is equal to -1,208,646.7239 and the number of people in the sample is 1,341,837. The
baseline alternative is opting out of the Sisu platform. Sample considers only the Enem test takers
that sat for the exam in 2013, graduated from high school at the same year, participated in both days
of the exam, weren’t missing any of their grades, were matched with their high school’s identification
number, and answered the socioeconomic questionnaire. The Enem test scores variables are reported
in thousands.
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Table 16: Average Marginal Effects for 2013 (Without Expected Mean Income)

Non-Sisu (0) STEM (m) Non-STEM (h)
Female -1.39*** -7.53*** 8.92***

(0.0008) (0.0007) (0.0008)
White 9.35*** -0.93*** -8.42***

(0.0008) (0.0006) (0.0008)
Mother with at least some college level -5.47*** 1.21*** 4.26***

(0.0011) (0.0008) (0.0011)
Household income of up to 3 min. wages -6.34*** 0.57*** 5.76***

(0.0011) (0.0008) (0.0011)
Private school -7.31*** -0.86*** 8.17***

(0.0012) (0.0008) (0.0012)
Natural sciences (in thousands) -35.14*** 31.86*** 3.28***

(0.0097) (0.0081) (0.0100)
Humanities (in thousands) -49.45*** 1.49** 47.97***

(0.0091) (0.0073) (0.0098)
Math (in thousands) -36.30*** 60.68*** -24.38***

(0.0068) (0.0065) (0.0070)
Languages (in thousands) -36.24*** -5.88*** 42.13***

(0.0097) (0.0075) (0.0103)
Essay (in thousands) -65.80*** 13.15*** 52.65***

(0.0038) (0.0035) (0.0044)

Data: Inep/MEC.
Note: * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors are in parentheses and were calculated using
the delta method. The number of people in the sample is 1,341,837. Average marginal effects are given in
percentage points. Sample considers only the Enem test takers that sat for the exam in 2013, graduated
from high school in the same year, participated in both days of the exam, weren’t missing any of their
grades, were matched with their high school’s identification number, and answered the socioeconomic
questionnaire. The Enem test scores variables are reported in thousands.
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Table 17: Estimated Nested Logit Coefficients for 2013 (Without Enem Test Scores)

STEM (m) Non-STEM (h) Sisu (s)
Constant -1.0849*** -0.9023***

(0.0312) (0.0260)
Female 0.1490*** 0.4952***

(0.0086) (0.0127)
White -0.3455*** -0.4322***

(0.0056) (0.0067)
Mother with at least some college level 0.5030*** 0.4724***

(0.0053) (0.0051)
Household income of up to 3 min. wages -0.1758*** -0.0614***

(0.0060) (0.0053)
Private school 0.8621*** 0.8771***

(0.0056) (0.0053)
Expected mean income (in thousands) 0.1775***

(0.0050)
Nesting parameter 0.3735***

(0.0139)

Data: Inep/MEC.
Note: * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors are in parentheses. The log-likelihood
is equal to -1,300,802.6815 and the number of people in the sample is 1,341,837. The baseline
alternative is opting out of the Sisu platform. Sample considers only the Enem test takers that sat
for the exam in 2013, graduated from high school at the same year, participated in both days of
the exam, weren’t missing any of their grades, were matched with their high school’s identification
number, and answered the socioeconomic questionnaire. The expected mean income variable is
reported in thousands.

Table 18: Average Marginal Effects for 2013 (Without Enem Test Scores)

Non-Sisu (0) STEM (m) Non-STEM (h)
Female -9.20*** -7.18*** 16.38***

(0.0023) (0.0009) (0.0017)
White 9.53*** -0.32*** -9.21***

(0.0014) (0.0007) (0.0011)
Mother with at least some college level -11.40*** 4.21*** 7.19***

(0.0012) (0.0009) (0.0012)
Household income of up to 3 min. wages 2.27*** -4.00*** 1.73***

(0.0012) (0.0009) (0.0011)
Private school -20.47*** 5.36*** 15.12***

(0.0012) (0.0009) (0.0012)
Expected mean income (in thousands) -4.15*** 1.18*** 2.97***

(0.0012) (0.0004) (0.0009)

Data: Inep/MEC.
Note: * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors are in parentheses and were calculated using
the delta method. The number of people in the sample is 1,341,837. Average marginal effects are given in
percentage points. Sample considers only the Enem test takers that sat for the exam in 2013, graduated
from high school in the same year, participated in both days of the exam, weren’t missing any of their
grades, were matched with their high school’s identification number, and answered the socioeconomic
questionnaire. The expected mean income variable is reported in thousands.
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A Appendix A

In this appendix, I detail the construction of variables, the restrictions imposed in the Enem

dataset, the merge between the Enem and the Sisu datasets, and the steps taken in the assembly

of the baseline sample. As previously mentioned, I utilize data from the Enem exam from 2010

to 2013, the Censo Escolar dataset between 2010 and 2013, the 2010 Brazilian Census, and

the Sisu platform from 2011 to 2014 (which are the years relative to the data from the Enem

exam). However, to perform the merge between the Enem and Sisu datasets, I also use the

Censo de Educação Superior dataset that contains information on programs offered in Brazilian

universities from 2011 to 201418, and a dataset containing the cut-off scores for each program in

the Sisu system between 2011 and 2014. Specifically, this cut-off scores dataset has information

on each program offered in the Sisu system, such as name, in which campus and higher education

institution it was offered, degree type, whether it had daytime or nighttime classes, and five cut-off

scores (one non-affirmative action and four related to an affirmative action policy). Henceforth,

all constructed variables are in italic, while the original ones are underlined.

A.1 Variable Construction and Sample Restriction in the Enem Dataset

For each year evaluated, I use the Enem dataset to construct variables related to test takers’

demographic and socioeconomic characteristics and their performance in the exam. Notice that

some variables have different names in the original datasets throughout the years. The following

variables are in the Enem sample that is used in this study:

• Year (NU ANO): indicates the year in which the test taker sat for the Enem exam. Possible

values can be 2010, 2011, 2012, and 2013.

• Registration number (NU INSCRICAO): unique identification number for each test taker.

• City (MUNICIPIO ALUNO): name of the city in which the test taker lives. The only

change I made in this variable was in its name, as its previous name was, from 2010 to

2012, NO MUNICIPIO INSC, and NO MUNICIPIO RESIDENCIA in 2013.

• State (UF ALUNO): name of the state in which the test taker lives. The only change I

made in this variable was in its name, as its previous name was UF INSC from 2010 to

18The Censo de Educação Superior is a annual survey conducted by Inep/MEC that contains information on
students, faculty, programs, and infrastructure for each higher education institution in the country. Further details
regarding this dataset can be found in Machado and Szerman (2018).
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2012, and UF RESIDENCIA in 2013.

• Gender (MULHER): dummy that indicates whether the test taker is female. This variable

was directly constructed from TP SEXO.

• Race (BRANCO): dummy that indicates whether the test taker is white. This variable

was directly constructed from TP COR RACA.

• Mother’s educational level (MAE ESUP): indicates whether the test taker’s mother has at

least some higher education. I construct this variable from the socioeconomic question-

naire’s question that asked test takers to indicate their mother’s level fo education (Q3

from 2010 to 2011, Q02 in 2012, and Q002 in 2013).

• Household income (SAL MIN ): indicates whether the test taker’s has a household income

of up to three minimum wages. I construct this variable from the socioeconomic question-

naire’s question that asked test takers to indicate their household income (Q4 from 2010

to 2011, Q03 in 2012, and Q003 in 2013).

• Enem test scores (NOTA CN, NOTA CH, NOTA MT, NOTA LC, and NOTA REDACAO):

these variables are each test taker’s Enem scores (they vary from 0 to 1000) in each subject

area in the exam - Natural Sciences, Humanities, Math, Languages, and Essay. The only

change that I made in these variables was in their names.

• School identification (COD ESCOLA): unique identification number for each test taker’s

school. These numbers identify each Brazilian school registered with Inep/MEC. However,

a significant portion of the Enem dataset has this variable as missing, due to the fact that

only those graduating from high school in the year they took the Enem exam are obligated

to inform their high school during Enem registration. Notice that this variable also appears

in the Censo Escolar dataset, and is used to merge this dataset with the Enem one. The

only change I made in this variable was in its name, as it was called PK COD ENTIDADE

from 2010 to 2012.

• Status of high school conclusion (CONCLUSAO EM ): indicates whether the test taker has

already finished high school, is finishing high school that year, will finish high school in the

future, or dropped out of school. The only change I made in this variable was in its name,

as it was called ST CONCLUSAO from 2010 to 2013.

As previously discussed, I make a few sample restrictions in the Enem dataset. First, I drop

all test takers that didn’t participate in both days of the exam, as I want to have information
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on all Enem test scores. Second, I only keep in the dataset those that answered at least some

of the socioeconomic questionnaire during the Enem registration. In all the years considered in

this study, virtually all test takers answered the first questions of this questionnaire, which are

those that I use to construct the household income and mother’s educational level variables. I

utilize this Enem dataset in the merge with the Sisu dataset. For this reason, I don’t delimit the

data to only those that were graduating from high school at the year they took the exam yet.

A.2 Variable Construction in the Censo Escolar Dataset

I use the Censo Escolar dataset (from 2010 to 2013) in order to obtain information on test takers’

high school. This dataset has data on each primary and secondary school in Brazil. Particularly,

I generate the variable ESCOLA PRIVADA, a dummy that indicates whether the high school

is private. I directly construct this variable from ID DEPENDENCIA ADM, which indicates if

the school is private, public and run by the municipality, public and run by the state, or public

and federal. For each year, the resulting sample contains the year, each school’s identification

number, their name, and the dummy indicating whether the school is private or not.

A.3 Merge Between the Enem and Sisu Datasets

The Sisu dataset was provided by the Brazilian Ministry of Education and consists of information

on the choices made in the system for each test taker that ended up registering in the Sisu platform

in a given year (between 2011 and 2014). In particular, for each test taker in a given year, it

contains an identification number (that can’t be linked with the Enem registration number), the

year they registered in the Sisu, their municipality and state of residence, their Enem test scores

in each subject area, and information on their first and second options in the platform (such

as the name and the unique identification number of the program, its field of study, its degree

type, whether it has daytime or nighttime classes, the name and acronym of the institution that

offers the program, the Brazilian state where the institution is located, the campus where the

program was offered, and so on). Furthermore, it is worth pointing out that test takers are able

to choose only one program in the Sisu system, which means that there are observations with

missing information regarding the second option in the platform. Notice that the Sisu dataset is

contained in the Enem one, since one of the few prerequisites to Sisu registration is to have sat

for the Enem exam in the previous year. Hence, I merge the 2010 Enem with the 2011 Sisu, the

2011 Enem with the 2012 Sisu, and so on.
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The first step is to merge each year’s Sisu dataset with the corresponding Censo de Educação

Superior dataset by using the unique identification number given to academic programs in test

takers’ first and second options. The reason behind this merge is that the Sisu dataset has some

missing information on program characteristics (such as degree type and field of study), and I am

able to recover most of these characteristics with this merge. Then, I drop all observations that

are in the Censo de Educação Superior dataset and don’t merge with those in the Sisu dataset,

and fix some typos in the program, campus and higher education institution names. To fix the

typos and recover missing data related to the degree type and field of study variables, I perform

a merge between the Sisu and cut-off scores datasets, and I also search for information in the

universities’ websites and in an online system run by MEC (called e-MEC).

Afterwards, I drop all test takers in the Sisu dataset that were missing any of their Enem

test scores or their municipality of residence. As the merge between the Enem and Sisu datasets

is made using the Enem grades, municipality of residence, and state of residence, I correct the

municipality names in the Sisu dataset. More specifically, I consider the municipality names

in the Enem dataset as the correct ones, and manually change the names in the Sisu dataset

so they match (for instance, there were many municipalities that recently changed their name,

and the Enem dataset had the previous name, while the Sisu dataset had the new one, or vice-

versa). Before performing the merge, I verify if the Enem test scores and information on place of

residence uniquely identifies the observations in the Enem dataset. In the instances that these

variables do not uniquely identify a subset of observations, I drop all test takers with these

characteristics. It is important to notice that the largest number of observations that I drop

in this step is eight people in the Enem dataset from 2013. Then, I merge the Enem and Sisu

datasets using the five Enem test scores, and the municipality and state of residence of each test

taker, and drop the few observations that are in the Sisu dataset but don’t merge with the Enem

one. Notice that this merge is almost perfect, as I find a match for virtually every student from

the Sisu dataset in the Enem one for each year in the sample. Particularly, I don’t find a match

for two, six, and sixteen observations from the 2011, 2013, and 2014 Sisu datasets, respectively

(and I match every student in the 2012 Sisu dataset). For each year, the resulting Enem-Sisu

sample contains the Enem test takers that participated in both days of the exam, answered at

least some of the socioeconomic questionnaire, and registered or not in the Sisu platform. I also

create variables related to Sisu registration and dummies that indicate whether the test taker

who registered in the Sisu platform ended up choosing a STEM related major in their first and

second options, where I consider that “Engineering, production, and construction” and “Sciences,

math, and computer science” are STEM fields of study.
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A.4 Merge Between the Enem-Sisu Sample and the Censo Escolar Dataset

In the Enem-Sisu sample, I drop those who weren’t graduating from high school at the year

they took the exam. Then, I merge this dataset with the Censo Escolar one by using the unique

identification number for high schools, given by COD ESCOLA, and keep only those observations

that matched and weren’t missing any of their Enem test scores. The reason why I once again

drop those with missing grades is that the 2012 Enem dataset had 45,124 test takers without

their Essay test score. Additional details related to the merge and the sample restrictions in the

Enem-Sisu-Censo Escolar sample can be found in Table A.1.

Table A.1: Sample Restrictions in the Enem-Sisu-Censo Escolar sample

2010 2011 2012 2013
Not matched in the Enem-Sisu sample 13,597 12,335 11,256 11,868
Not matched in the Censo Escolar dataset 4,770 4,662 4,657 4,607
Matched in the Enem-Sisu-Censo Escolar sample 1,096,631 1,226,773 1,239,574 1,341,837
After dropping those with missing Enem grades 1,096,631 1,226,773 1,194,450 1,341,837
Data: Inep/MEC.
Note: For each year, the first three rows contain information on the merge between the Enem-Sisu sample
and the Censo Escolar dataset. The last row is the number of observations in each year after keeping only
those that weren’t missing any of their grades.

A.5 Baseline Sample Construction

First of all, it is important to distinguish between the baseline sample and the sample used in the

estimation procedure. The former contains one row for each Enem test taker, while the latter

has three rows (one for each alternative in the field of study choice model) for each observation.

More specifically, I construct the baseline sample by appending the Enem-Sisu-Censo Escolar

samples from 2010 to 201319. I also use the MUNICIPIO ALUNO and UF ALUNO variables

to create a variable, called REGIAO ALUNO, that indicates the Brazilian geographic region

where each test taker was located. The baseline sample also contains a decision variable, called

DECISAO SISU, that is equal to one if the test taker opted out of the Sisu system, to two if

they picked a STEM related major, and to three if they chose a non-STEM field of study in the

Sisu platform.

The total number of observations in the baseline sample is equal to 4,859,691, which corre-

sponds to all Enem test takers from 2010 to 2013 that were graduating from high school at the
19Notice that the descriptive statistics presented in this dissertation that used information from each year in

the baseline sample were calculated by restricting this sample to a given year.
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year they took the exam, participated in both days of the exam, weren’t missing any of their

grades, answered the socioeconomic questionnaire, and were matched with their school’s iden-

tification number. Moreover, for those that decided to register in the Sisu system, the baseline

sample only contains information on students’ first option in the platform. There are two reasons

why I only analyze students’ field of study choice in their first option in the Sisu platform. First,

a percentage of the students that decided to register in the Sisu system didn’t pick a second

academic program20. And second, every year, more than seventy-five percent of those who chose

to compete for a spot in two programs opted for the same major category (STEM or non-STEM)

in both of their options, as can be seen in Table A.2.

Table A.2: Share of Sisu Registration in the Baseline Sample by Major Category

2010 2011 2012 2013
Picked different categories in each option 24.69% 24.34% 23.99% 23.06%
Chose same category in both options 75.31% 75.66% 76.01% 76.94%
Data: Inep/MEC.
Note: For each year, the sum of the two lines is equal to 100%, which corresponds to
all Enem test takers who were graduating from high school that year, participated in
both days of the exam, weren’t missing any of their grades, answered the socioeconomic
questionnaire, were matched with their school’s identification number, and registered in
both options in the Sisu platform in the following year. Major category refers to STEM
or non-STEM related majors.

Hence, I consider that test takers’ first option in the Sisu system is a measure of their preferred

field of study. The following variables are included in the baseline sample:

• Year (ANO ENEM ): indicates the year in which the test taker sat for the Enem exam. I

just rename the variable NU ANO.

• Test taker identification (INDIVIDUO): this number uniquely identifies each test taker,

and is directly constructed from the Enem registration number. However, this variable’s

range is from 1 to the total number of students in the sample (instead of an unordered

registration number).

• Test taker’s choice (DECISAO SISU ): indicates which alternative the test taker chose in

the field of study choice model - opting out of the Sisu system (1), choosing a STEM related

major (2), or picking a non-STEM field of study (3).
20In the 2011 Sisu, 12.23% of those who registered in the Sisu platform only chose one academic program in

the system. This percentage has declined over time, reaching 5.28% in the 2014 Sisu.
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• Sisu registration (SISU ): dummy that indicates whether the test taker chose to register in

the Sisu platform.

• Gender, race, mother’s educational level, and household income (MULHER, BRANCO,

MAE ESUP, and SAL MIN ): these variables are the same as in the Enem sample.

• Enem test scores (NOTA CN, NOTA CH, NOTA MT, NOTA LC, and NOTA REDACAO):

also the same as in the Enem sample.

• High school type (ESCOLA PRIVADA): dummy that indicates whether the high school

from which the test taker is graduating from is private.

• STEM related major in the first option (STEM 1 ): dummy that indicates whether the

program chosen in the first option in the Sisu platform is a STEM related major. This

variable is non-missing only for those that registered in the Sisu system, and it was created

by using the AREA CURSO 1 variable, which indicates the field of study of the program

chosen in the first option. As previously mentioned, programs in the “Engineering, produc-

tion, and construction” and “Sciences, math, and computer science” fields of study were

considered STEM related majors.

• Geographical region (REGIAO ALUNO): name of the Brazilian geographical region in

which the test taker lives. I describe the construction of this variable in the text above.

• Enem taking years (ANO 2010, ANO 2011, ANO 2012, and ANO 2013 ): dummies that

indicate in which year the test taker sat for the Enem exam. This variable was constructed

directly from ANO ENEM.

A.6 Constructing the Sample Used in the Estimation Procedure

To estimate the field of study choice model, I have to make some alterations in the baseline

sample. As mentioned above, I expand the baseline sample to have three rows for each Enem

test taker. Hence, the estimation sample has 14,579,073 observations. Then, I create the variable

ALTERNATIVA SISU, where each student’s first row has ALTERNATIVA SISU equal to 1,

while their second and third rows have ALTERNATIVA SISU equal to 2 and 3, respectively. It

is worth pointing out that rows can contain alternative-specific variables that change their value

according to the alternative each row is representing. I also define the variable ESCOLHA SISU,

which is a dummy that indicates when DECISAO SISU is equal to ALTERNATIVA SISU.
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The next step is to create a dataset with information from the 2010 Brazilian Census regarding

labor market conditions in test takers’ place of residence. Basically, I calculate the mean income

by gender (female or male), racial group (white or non-white), Brazilian geographical region

(North, Northeast, South, Southeast, or Midwest), and higher education status (no college degree,

degree with a STEM related major, or degree with a non-STEM field of study). The resulting

dataset contains sixty possible values for students’ expectations regarding their future mean

income, which I merge with the estimation sample by using test takers’ gender, race, geographical

region, and for each alternative in the field of study choice model, thus creating the variable

RENDA MEDIA, that represents the expected mean income in the degree.

Finally, I generate an alternative-specific constant for each alternative in the model, and

divide the Enem test scores and the expected mean income in the degree variables by a thou-

sand. The reason behind this division is that these variables reach huge values (as the grades

vary between 0 and 1000, while the expected mean income has values that are bigger than five

thousand), which implies an expressive number for each test taker’s deterministic utility. How-

ever, to obtain each student’s choice probabilities, I have to calculate the exponential of their

deterministic utility in each alternative. If these utilities are too high, then their exponential will

be equal to infinity. Thus, by dividing the Enem grades and the expected mean income in the

degree variables by a thousand, I overcome this issue. Hence, the estimated parameters relative

to these variables are scaled in thousands.

In order to calculate the average marginal effect for the continuous variables and to perform

the counterfactual analysis, I generate two auxiliary datasets from the sample used in the esti-

mation procedure. First, I create a dataset containing the standard deviation of the Enem test

scores and expected mean income in the degree variables, that was used to obtain the average

marginal effects for these variables. And second, I set up a dataset (which is utilized in the coun-

terfactual exercise) that includes demographic and socioeconomic characteristics, Enem grades

and expected mean income in the degree, for the average woman and of the women in the 10th,

25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th percentiles of the Enem performance distribution, and for their male

counterparts as well. At last, the sample used in the robustness checks is simply the estimation

sample restricted to Enem test takers that sat for the exam in 2013. The auxiliary datasets used

in the robustness analyses are obtained following the same procedure used for the full estimation

sample.
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B Appendix B

The Enem exam’s performance distributions by subject area and gender for the baseline sample

are presented in this appendix. For each figure, the histogram in the top row is the male perfor-

mance distribution, while the one in the bottom row refers to the female test score distribution

in that specific subject area. Generally, the male and female distributions have a similar shape,

with the female distribution being a little more skewed left (relative to their male counterpart test

scores) in the natural sciences’ performance distribution. However, there is a striking difference

between the female and male distributions for the math portion of the Enem exam.

Figure B.1: Natural Sciences Performance Distribution by Gender
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Figure B.2: Humanities Performance Distribution by Gender

Figure B.3: Math Performance Distribution by Gender
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Figure B.4: Languages Performance Distribution by Gender

Figure B.5: Essay Performance Distribution by Gender
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